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Abstract
Mass intrusions of Europeans into the western hemisphere infringed upon the sovereign statuses
of indigenous people where losses in autonomous conditions have led to American Indian health
disparities. Currently, communities in Indian Country are making efforts to re-connect the
American Indian to traditional and healthier food systems in work often called “food
sovereignty.” Today’s food movements provide springboards to build food-sovereign and
healthy American Indian nations. The main objective of this movement is to create food-secure
communities that complement culture and tradition while providing healthy and nutritious foods
under sovereign nation control. This research project documents and supports that movement by
(re)telling the story of the Northern Arapaho food system, from my people’s origins on the back
of the turtle to our communities living on the Wind River Indian Reservation today. This study
used narrative inquiry, participation and observation, and document analysis, in addition to
extensive literature reviews, as methods for delineating historical and contemporary Northern
Arapaho food systems in both traditional native and western research ways. I conducted and
coded 11 interviews with community members. I triangulated these current and ancestor
narratives, document analysis, and my observations to describe current tribal perceptions of our
food system. I also used the Peoplehood Matrix model of land, language, sacred places, and
ceremonial cycles as a lens for framing and assessing food sovereignty. My “restorying” the food
system history of the Northern Arapaho people provides further insight into our paths to and
from food sovereignty, from our ancestors and for our children.
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The truth comes into the world in two faces. One is sad and suffering and the other
laughs; but it is the same face, laughing or weeping. When people are already in despair,
maybe the laughing face is better for them; and when they feel too good and too sure of
being safe, maybe the weeping face is better for them to see.
- Neihardt, Black Elk Speaks, 1996

CHAPTER ONE: Introduction
Arapaho food sovereignty is the antonymous state of an indigenous people’s food
systems where sustenance promotes sustainability through an original transgenerational
instruction. Indigenous food systems where built, maintained, and controlled as a means to feed
the physical, spiritual, and cultural health of a people. From the origin of our people on the back
of the turtle until the colonization by Europeans just in the last few hundred years, my people
enjoyed food sovereignty (if not always food security). The intrusion of Europeans in the
western hemisphere ended that sovereignty for most indigenous people and the resulting dietary
changes are one of the main immediate causes of the enormous health disparities suffered by
Native Americans today (Steele, Cardinez, Richardson, Tom‐Orme, & Shaw, 2008). However,
many tribes are now building sustainable food systems in efforts to combat the outcomes of
forced assimilation (Kuhnlein, & Receveur, 1996). Today, the state of the Northern Arapaho
people’s food system is not one that reflects a culture of tradition of the people as it is missing
many cultural and traditional attributes, and our poor health is one reflection of that. However,
we also now have begun to rebuild our food sovereignty. This paper tells the story of our food
system history and our emerging path to Northern Arapaho food sovereignty.
To me this is the fact that we are all human beings. Every one of us has a tribal ancestry
and we have a genetic memory and encoded on that genetic memory is the experience of
our individual and collective evolution. The information is there, because we’re human
beings the knowledge of all those experiences are with us.
-Nelson & Trudell, Original instruction: The power of being a human being, 2008, p. 319
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Background
For American Indians today health disparities related to food sovereignty are just part of
the bigger picture as historical trauma, racism, alcoholism, murder, family violence, and an
assortment of other detriments also fit into the story of an indigenous population. American
Indians now live in a land where acculturation disconnects tribal members from the history of
their ancestors which perpetuates unsustainable ideologies and practices. American Indian health
disparities are one of the outcomes of colonization where an indigenous population lost their
sovereign conditions which included food sovereignty.
Foreign Intrusion
In the western hemisphere the indigenous people’s food sovereignty diminished at points
where elements of the Peoplehood Matrix are directly and indirectly altered as a result of a
European presence. For the purposes of this study the term Foreign Intrusion (FI) has been
coined to show how Europeans instigated a force that disrupted the customs and traditions that
perpetuated sovereign conditions for indigenous populations. For example some tribes were
directly impacted by encroachments and conflicts with colonialists, while others indirectly
acquired horses and guns long before they established any sustained contact with Europeans.
These two factors would also change everything for the tribes that transitioned into the nomadic
peoples of the Great Plains where the buffalo was the cornerstone in the existence of many food
sovereign nations.
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Diet-Related Illness and the Road to Health Disparities Among
American Indians Today
The diminishment of sovereign statuses and American Indian health disparities are a fact
of everyday life for contemporary indigenous populations. Historical events like the Battle of
Little Big Horn and policies such as the Dawes Act have created an irreconcilable social force
that changed the life’s course of indigenous populations. In general, all the minority population
must contend with the unhealthy aspects of the food system in the US because it is not of their
own creation. In 2006, the American Heart Association made recommendations that clearly
indicate that minority groups are at risk for health disparities because of the economic and social
barriers that impede implementations of culturally appropriate diets (Lichtenstein, et al., 2006).
Furthermore, the indigenous population participation in the political economy has led to the
neocolonialism era where the loss of sovereign conditions is a direct result of governmental
policies that put authority outside the group (Nkrumah, 1966). The health disparities of the
American Indian population are trends that have originated from onslaughts on the indigenous
people’s sovereignty.
The perpetuation of attacks on indigenous people altered their original food sovereignty
through an involuntary process that caused dietary change which has led, in part, to the
development of the health disparities seen in American Indians Reservations today (Kuhnlein, &
Receveur, 1996). From 1492-1837, smallpox outbreaks disrupted the lives of indigenous people
with tuberculosis and other health risks continuing into the 19th century where the persistence of
health disparities are currently being perpetuated by technological advances (Jones, 2006).
Today, American Indians are plagued by a quick on set of high caloric and fatty diets where poor
health is coupled by sedentary behaviors (Story et al., 2003). Indian Health Service (2015)
reported that American Indians (N=3.7 million) are almost five times more likely to suffer from
3
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diabetes mellitus than the average American. The cycle of poor health can be seen once diabetes
diagnoses as American Indians are at greater risks for developing cardio vascular disease
because of lipoproteins abnormalities that cause accelerated atherosclerosis (Lu, et al., 2003).
The effects of dietary change have created a cycle of poor health that began over 500 ago and it
flows in a counter intuitive manner because of its negative effects in the population as a whole.
American Indian health disparities are also a result of the intrusions that altered the
statuses of food sovereign nations and the conditions for indigenous communities that populated
North America. In general the indigenous people’s personas have been eclipsed by the dominant
culture’s history where there are virtually no Indians can be seen. Berkhofer (2011) explains that
pre-contact indigenous populations have been stereotyped and conceptualized as a single entity
which discounts the mosaic properties and attributes that create societal elements like culture and
language. This implication of this type of ignorance is far reaching in terms of sovereignty
because in the US segregation perpetuates racial differences in health statuses where whiteness
overshadows the identities of minorities because of the effects of land distribution and ownership
(Williams, & Collins, 2001; Harris, 1993). Today, the American Indian can only stake claim to
the land that has been allotted to them by the federal government while the attitudes and opinions
of the masses echo the stereotypical voices of generations past.
The road to the worst health disparities in American history altered the indigenous
people’s biology by introducing new diets into the population which has specifically effected
certain geographical locations. Currently American Indians are genetically susceptible to
coronary heart disease which is strongly related to diabetes among the decedents of the Plains
Indian tribes, especially the woman (Kataoka, et al., 1996). Dietary change can also be seen in
the history of indigenous people where the European presence altered the sustainable practices
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that where present as certain events and polices transpired. Declines in land allotments and
American Indian farming coincide with the assimilation and acculturation processes where
historical agriculture practices and traditional rights to land ownership were lost (Libecap, 1986;
Bobroff, 2001). The indigenous population’s experiences in the western hemisphere are
multifaceted with unique histories that reveal a road to perpetual health disparities where the
American Indian lives today.
In Wyoming American Indian children are twice more likely to die than white children
ages 1-17, they also lead in all risk factors by race including being ten times more likely to be
overweight or obese (State of Wyoming Department of Health, 2012). Currently Northern
Arapaho children encounter a higher prevalence of overweight or obese when compared to the
all other Indian children of the same age (Smith, Bartee, Dorozynski, & Carr, 2009). The
literature also reveals that American Indian health disparities are colossal when compared to the
general population and that the Northern Arapaho experience marginalization beyond other
American Indians in terms of BMI, Type 2 Diabetes, Obesity, and other metabolic conditions
that lead to poor health (Warne, 2009; Andersen, Belcourt, & Langwell, 2005; State of Wyoming
Department of Health, 2012; Holm, Vogeltanz-Holm, Poltavski, & McDonald, 2010; Hutchinson
& Shin, 2014). The Northern Arapaho people also have broader implications in terms of future
health detriments as researchers theorize that the environmental change experienced by
indigenous people in America has negatively affected gene expression (Conti, 2006). Today the
road to health disparities is now paved for the younger generations, as dietary change and
neocolonialism have been embedded into the fabric of the American Indian’s society.
Reclaiming a healthy traditional paradigm in the Equality State is a unique task for the
tribal members living in the Wind River Indian Reservation. Tribes would benefit from legally
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and politically shield themselves from negative outcomes that can be attributed to the passage of
time where their issues are not appropriately addressed (Wilkinson, 1987). The Northern
Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone people possess traditional cultural attributes where
transgenerational knowledge has transcended neocolonialism. Coffey & Tsosie (2001) argue that
cultural sovereignty is more important than political sovereignty because the state of sovereign
nations in the US, and that in order to move toward more sovereign conditions both aspects need
to be conceptualized and redefined for each tribe. The assimilation of the indigenous population
around the world resulted in the loss of sovereign conditions where westernized economies
perpetuate trends of neocolonialism because governmental policies assume authority over
minority groups (Nkrumah, 1966). The roads to assimilation and acculturation have led the
indigenous populations away from the food sovereign nations they created and the sustainable
paths of their decedents.
Rationale for this Re-story: Reconnecting to the Cyclical Paradigms of Food Sovereignty
To make these foods more easily and readily available, they established a traditional
agriculture project in 2002 as a learning laboratory and training area for traditional
practices.
-Harris, Sachs, & Morris, Re-Creating the Circle: The renewal of
American Indian self-determination, 2011, p. 76
In their efforts to combat the deficiencies found in the dominant cultures food system in
around their reservation, the Tohono O’odham Community Acton grassroots organizations built
community gardens where the elders and youths could learn and gain knowledge through
activities designed to promote health and sustainability (Harris, Sachs, & Morris, 2011). Today,
the Wind River Indian Reservation is representative of the Federally Recognized American
Indian reservations where the Great Plains Indians now reside. The story of their traditional food
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systems have not been told in the contexts of continuing the sustainable ideologies that
encompass nourishment, sovereignty, and culture.
It has been argued that current doctrines of sovereignty fail because they have not
evolved in favor of marginalized small communities, moreover if their statuses are to progress
they must possess the autonomy and authority to appropriately run their lands (Sturgeon, 2005).
Contemporary American Indians have retained many aspects of the culture that promote selfsustainability such as hunting, gathering, farming, fishing, and in many ways these are offshoots
of their traditional food practices that utilize the innovations that make food production more
efficient (Kuhnlein, & Receveur, 1996). The potential in making re-connections to culturally
sovereign food systems is also far reaching as it allows tribal members to view their existence
from a survivor’s perspective and re-invent communities through the elements that promote
sovereign conditions.
Re-creating the circles of sustainability for indigenous populations is important for
finding were traditional cultures can promote healthy environments in the American Indian
Reservations of today (Harris, et al. 2009). The person-centered approach was developed by Carl
Rogers and he believed that when people live in environments that are contradictory to their true
nature they can feel that their existence is one big lie (Howe, 2009). Conceptualizing indigenous
food systems as a traditional element that can be re-created by the people is a way of
perpetuating a healthy paradigm. Though the person-centered approach the individual has an
opportunity to actualize their own situation and create solutions that are in line with their own
beliefs (Howe, 2009). Food sovereignty is step toward autonomy for contemporary tribes as it
promotes the well-being of the people by reestablishing a relationship to traditional food
practices.
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Most of the indigenous populations live in cultures that are influenced by the cyclical
nature of the universe and the circle of life which is an ideology based on a belief that all living
things are perpetual through a re-birth (Wilson, 2008). The intent of capturing the indigenous
food system story as a perpetual source of sustenance is important for moving forward as their
stories need to be told and heard in a manner that allows tribal members to pick up the pieces and
continue the story in a good way. Oral traditional allowed the indigenous people to conceptualize
their lives through the context of the stories that are told throughout a lifetime of tribal members.
When these stories were incorporated into the daily lives of tribal members they served as guides
on how to live. The context of an original story is paramount for understanding the indigenous
people’s role in a historical sense, especially when the ethic of the story is the survival of people,
then the right story needs to be told (King, 2005). This food system story contextualizes an
indigenous population’s history in terms of re-connecting all American Indian populations to an
ideology that promote food system sovereignty. (See Figure 1)
You have noticed that everything an Indian does is in a circle, and that is because the
Power of the World always works in a circle, and everything tries to be round….The sky
is round, and I have heard that the Earth is round like a ball, and so are the stars. The
wind is the greatest power, whirls. Birds make their nests in circles, for theirs is the same
religion as ours…Even the seasons form a great circle in their changing, and always
come back again to where they were. The life of a person is a circle from childhood to
childhood, and so it is in everything where power moves.
-Garrett & Wilbur, Does the worm live in the ground, 1996, p. 200
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Conceptual Frameworks of Indigenous Food Systems

Pre-Contact Era Approximately 20,000

Foreign Intrusion Era Approximately
500 Years
Grassroots Sustainable Food System
Current

Figure 1Perpetual Food System:For the purposes of this study the figuire above was created in order to illistrate the distinctions
between linear idiologies and the idiologies that follow cyclical patterns.

Setting
Today the Northern Arapaho people share the Wind River Indian Reservation with the
Eastern Shoshone people where both tribes have been exploring sustainable food systems. This
study was heavily embedded in the grassroots effort that engaged tribal members in gardening
endeavors over the last five years. These efforts have been led partly by the Food Dignity project
and Blue Mountain Associates (BMA) where project coordinators organized the distribution of
Mini Grants that supported gardeners, and facilitated the tribal farmer’s market. These efforts
were made possible through the USDA Agriculture Grant that gave BMA the opportunity to
continue the work for over five years which now serves as the starting point for re-connecting
sustainable food systems for tribal members of the Wind River community.
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The Wind River Indian Reservation is the seventh largest reservation in the US with
roughly 3,473 square miles and a population of approximately 23,200 residences residing within
the reservation borders. The majority of Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone tribal members
live on family lands that reflect the allotments plots that were distributed by the government
around the turn of the century. There are also four housing projects for Northern Arapahos with
two in the Arapaho area and two in the Ethete area with approximately 50 housing units in each
location. The Eastern Shoshone also has four housing complexes with roughly the same amount
of housing residences. Currently there are approximately 10,000 enrolled Northern Arapaho
tribal members and 4,000 Eastern Shoshone tribal members. Their reservation community is
located at the base of the Wind River Mountains in central Wyoming.
The Wind River community has inherited a great deal of segregation where generations
of Northern Arapaho, Eastern Shoshone, and European people have managed to keep their
communities from integrating. These differences are more prevalent when issues of money, land,
race, and death make the front pages of the local newspapers and the entities in the community
become more polarized in their segregated stances. Surprisingly, when engaging tribal members
in the pursuit of sustainable food systems the collaborative efforts seemed to supersede
animosities. Today sustainable efforts are made in the reservation community and among nonNatives, although there is no collaboration between the two. In this particular reservation
community we can still see much of the segregation that existed at the turn of the century
(Stamm, 1999; Fowler, 1982), where Arapaho, Shoshone, and Europeans do not co-exist
collaborate as one entity.
Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone relationships are also of concern when
venturing into sustainable work in the community as their political status has reached impasses.
10
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At the time this manuscript was complete the Tribal Joint Business Council was terminated.
Observations of community interactions between Anglo population and the tribal members of the
Wind River Indian Reservation have also been strained as the Environmental Protection Agency
issued a statement declaring that the city of Riverton is within the tribal boundaries of the
reservation. At the time of this manuscript was written a horrendous hate crime occurred in the
city of Riverton as an armed non-Native entered an alcohol recovery center and shot two
Northern Arapaho men in their heads while they were detoxing, killing one instantly.
Re-connecting the story to the sustainable food system efforts of today has been very
effective in terms of better understanding the Northern Arapaho’s current situation. In the
Northern Arapaho people’s history sustainability and sovereignty have gone hand-in-hand which
allowed them to protect themselves within their borders. Today they have the authority to
implement policies that promote sovereign conditions and shape the environment for future
generations because of their identities as sovereign tribal nations.

Histories About American Indian Food Systems
It is no mystery that current literature is heavily influenced by European scholars who
consistently ignore the knowledge that is truly representative of indigenous people’s
perspectives. Histories about American Indian food systems must be told as counter narratives
that have been researched through traditional white scholarship, but are based on the rigors of the
American Indian perspective. Rethinking an indigenous peoples’ history requires that white
histories are challenged in order to question the origin story that is embedded in mainstream
society (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014). Traditional scholarship in food studies used the nutritional,
agricultural, and economic fields to answer question about indigenous people’s food systems,
where new efforts incorporate philosophical, geographical, and architectural approaches to make
11
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the same inquiries (Counihan, & Van Esterik, 2013). Diamond & Ordunio (2005) identified the
lack of domesticated plants and animals as the biggest constraints in food system development,
as these elements would have allowed for more technological innovations for producing food
among the indigenous societies of the western hemisphere.
In the literature that covers pre-contact indigenous food history’s some scholars have
looked at culture, nutrition, environment, and dietary change as means of explaining the health
disparities related to their current food system deficiencies (Kuhnlein, & Receveur, 1996;
Kuhnlein, & Turner, 1991; Kuhnlein, et al., 2006). While other literature looks specifically at the
utilization of food plants and the agriculture systems that where employed at any given time in
the history of an indigenous population (Kajale, 1991). Dietary change has been studied by
looking at the harmful effects of the current food system versus the traditional food system in
respect to the nutritional value that are represented in each, especially among ancestors of the
indigenous people in the northern plains ( Power, 2008; Receveur, Boulay, & Kuhnlein, 1997;
Kuhnlein, & Chan, 2000). The effects of dietary change are also delineated by the studies that
show how sedentary behaviors and the westernized lifestyles have perpetuated the health
disparities for American Indians (Diabetes Prevention Program Research Group, 2002;
Benyshek, Martin, & Johnston, 2001). National efforts to reduce obesity have been in place as
initiatives from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) since 1999, and many
foundations have taken on the task of providing the evidence based recommendations that
influence policy, but ultimately the future of today’s food movements is reliant on the grass-roots
efforts that have already been engaged (Dietz, 2015). In totality these efforts have put American
Indians in positions were they can look at their own acculturation and find avenues where they
can reduce the caloric intake from the foods that contributes to poor health.
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“Indian Thinking” is “seeing” things from a perspective emphasizing that circles and
cycles are central to the world and that all things are related within the universe. For
Indian people who are close to their tribal traditions and native values, they think within a
native reality consisting of the physical and metaphysical world.
-Fixico, The American Indian mind in a linear world:
American Indian studies and traditional knowledge, 2013,
p. 2.
American Indian Graduate Students can carefully use essentialism in a manner that
allows them to empirically convey the social mores, kinship, religions, and oral stories if they
have learned the histories and cultures of their people (Mihesuah, 1998). Critical
multiculturalism allows scholars to use knowledge as a means to form new lenses where
colonialism can be pulled away revealing a true indigenous food system story. I have used
critical multiculturalism to show how whiteness gets perpetuated from a westernized ideology
and dissuades the histories of minority groups (McLaren, 1998; McLaren, 1995). The true
histories of the indigenous populations are found in the facts that delineate their experiences, but
it is through their perspectives that the myths of their histories can be falsified (Dunbar-Ortiz,
2014). The absence of a Northern Arapaho food system story creates a gap in the history of the
people as a whole and little is known of indigenous food histories because the complacency
created by a dominant historical narrative. I have used the elements described above as a means
of telling the story of my people so that other scholars can further the discussions pertaining to
the food system histories of indigenous people in the US.

Food Sovereignty and Grassroots Efforts
The origins of food sovereignty begin at a point where the food system becomes selfsustainable and contributes to the longevity of an indigenous people’s society. Creating
nourishing healthy foods is the essence of an indigenous peoples’ being as it reflects ingenuity,
13
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culture, as well as the physical and social growth that supports the next generation. Food
sovereignty is about the ownership of the food system and all the health benefits that are
produced from its labors. Food sovereignty is best defined by the international peasant
movement, Via Campesina, when they demanded a right “to healthy and culturally appropriate
food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods and the right to define their
own food and agriculture systems” (Alkon, & Mares, 2012, p. 1). The grassroots efforts
occurring in American Indian reservations are akin to food initiatives occurring globally where
individuals of makes and colors are resisting the unsustainable trends that dominate our world.
Globally there has been an increased support for food sovereignty through frameworks
that create sustainable communities through the promotion of land use and agriculture (Pimbert,
2008). Food sovereignty has also been used as a tool to gauge political progression of minority
groups based on the food movements occurring all over the country today (Grey & Patel, 2015).
In Canada the O-Pipon-Na-Piwin Cree Nation has re-connected to their land and traditional
foods by creating a program called “food from the land” in their native tongue and their mission
is to improve access to healthy and culturally appropriate foods (Kamal, Linklater, Thompson,
Dipple, & Ithinto Mechisowin Committee 2015). In Maine the Maliseet people are using plants
and fungi to increase their health sovereignty by gathering these medicinal elements as a means
of returning to nature, all for the health benefits gained from exercising (Baumflek, DeGloria, &
Kassam, 2015). In the Dakota and Lokata cultures there still remains traditional recipes and
preservation techniques for meats, fish, and produce like corn, sage, wild onion, wild turnips, and
cactus berries, these methods have stood the test of time (Yuzicapi, Gendron, & Bouch-van
Dusen, 2013). Food sovereignty is also a tool for battling the food insecurities that have been
perpetuated by capitalism in North America (Fairbairn, 2012). The results of this study have
14
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answered, in part, the questions that have been presented in the indigenous and Northern
Arapaho food system stories. The correlation of both stories shows that current efforts have
successfully engaged Northern Arapaho tribal members in a self-sustainable model.
Access to nutritious food is just one example of social justice for American Indians
today, but it is the most vital in creating a restorative paradigm, that puts communities back on a
healthy road. In North America it was found that dietary acculturation can be seen in the caloric
intake that has increased while traditional food systems have been phased-out, and nontraditional food systems have been phased-in, which ultimately contributes to unstable glucose
levels (Szathmary, Ritenbaugh, & Goodby, 1987). The American Indian population now
consumes food that is known to be unhealthy for all populations, especially theirs, and the food
insecurities found in the dominant cultures food system actually perpetuates the health disparities
found in their communites. The grassroots efforts are poised to counter the injustices by make
steps toward more sovereign conditions.

Research Purpose and Importance of Study
The review of the literature shows the outcomes of dietary change in respect to health
disparities among the American Indian population and examples of the grassroots efforts that are
currently in place, and aimed to take back control of their respective food systems. This research
project was designed with the intent of integrating a food system for the Northern Arapaho
people with the history of the indigenous populations of the western hemisphere. The purpose of
creating an indigenous landscape is to provide a paradigm from which a better understanding of
the Arapaho people’s food system can be delineated. Food sovereignty is a short and long-term
goal in rebuilding food sovereign nations for American Indians.
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Research Questions
For the Northern Arapaho Tribe in the Wind River Indian Reservation this study created
a food system story of the Northern Arapaho to answer the following questions from the
perspective of tribal members:
1. What is the Northern Arapaho food system history according to native stories, primary
documents, and secondary literatures?
2. How might this history have impacted the health of the tribe today?
3. What are the traditional foods and food system practices that still exist today?
4. What are the potential and experienced health benefits from these foods and practices?
5. What are strategies and ideas that tribal members offer for putting food system control
back in the hands of today’s tribal members in the Wind River Indian Reservation?
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CHAPTER TWO: CONCEPTS, DESIGN & METHOD
One way of describing research in institutional ethnography is to say that to understand
our lives, or the lives of other people, we must find the actual determinations of those life
conditions and “map them”
-Campbell & Gregor, Mapping social relations, 2002, p. 17
The Peoplehood Matrix (see Figure 2) looks at language, sacred history, ceremonial
cycle, and place/territory as a model that defines the elements needed to be living under
sovereign conditions (Holm, Pearson, & Chavis, 2003). I use this Matrix to identify turning
points in Northern Arapaho history where these four elements were reduced or ceased to exist.
Regardless of their intent, the ideological stances behind America Indian policy can be seen in
the oppressive conditions that have plagued the American Indian Reservation, in which
disregards for their human rights have perpetuated language, land, tribalism, and cultural
deteriorations (Wilkinson, & Biggs, 1977; EchoHawk, 1997).
Peoplehood Matrix as a Frame and Measure of Sovereignty

Figure 2 The Peoplehood Matrix was used as an empirically sound conceptualization of the elements that promote sovereign
conditions. It also unites indigenous people as food sovereign nations that resisted the forces of FI. True indigenous food system
stories relate directly to the perpetuation of a peoples existence in respect to their Matrixes and the realities of their
environments in their country today.
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Diminishments in land occurred through encroachments, treaties, and the policies of the
19th and 20th centuries. An anthropologist visited the Sioux in South Dakota after much of the
land had already been lost and he heard an ideological stance taken by a tribal elder:
The Sioux or Lakota…often spoke of the disappearance of their people. When I answered
that the census figures showed their population was increasing, they countered that parts
of their reservations were continually being lost. They concluded there could be no more
Indians when there was no more Indian land. Several older men told me that the original
Sacred Pipe given to the Lokata in the Beginning was getting smaller. The pipe shrank
with the loss of land. When the land and Pipe disappeared, the Lakota would be gone.
Discussions of land, and especially land loss, were cast in emotional tones. I have heard
similar tones among Iroquois, in the Southwest, and in Alaska when land was an issue.
For many Native Americans, an Indian identity is intertwined with the right to land. Observation from an Anthropologist
- Holm, Pearson, Chavis, & Schusky, Peoplehood: A Model for the Extension of
Sovereignty in American Indian Studies, 2003, p. 12
Linguistic identity perpetuates a sense of culture by connecting the speaker to an
ancestral history creating cyclical relationships, but once this vital system is interrupted
oppressive conditions are likely to follow (Weaver, & Heartz, 1999). Cultural tradition stipulates
the appropriate and inappropriate nature of being which creates social interaction and the manner
in which art, music, dress, language, religion, belief systems, and traditions are expressed (Nagel,
1994). From a systems perspective the food systems of the indigenous populations represents a
vital part of their social structures as the nutritional dietary adaptions allowed an evolutionary
process where the environment was utilized seasonally and efficiently (Arnold, 2014; Buckley,
1967; Palumbi, 2001). The food system story for Indigenous populations starts at the point where
all social elements and the Peoplehood Matrix contribute to the well-being of all the people
As an epistemological necessity we can borrow from a feminist perspective to define the
nature of truth for the indigenous population and develop a unique standpoint that grounds a
methodological argument (Hekman, 1997). For the purposes of creating a food system story this
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study was based on the fact that indigenous people created the new world in the western
hemisphere. Indigenous colonial outcomes can best be described and answered as sociological
questions that are asked through basic inquiries that fixate the perspective of the population
being studied (Fixico, 1997). The use of the Peoplehood Matrix has validated a premise of
sovereignty for indigenous people both contemporary and historical as it conceptualizes land,
language, historical places, and ceremonial cycles as a formal state of being.
Historical Trauma
Historical trauma can be measured by the triggering mechanisms in the environments
where individuals relive or experience the atrocities that accompany very oppressive conditions,
but the oppressed person can also use resilience to contextualize their experiences as an ethic for
picking up the pieces, and moving forward (Denham, 2008). Transgenerational trauma has been
used to show how historical trauma is engendered and the innovative ways minorities have used
their historical trauma experiences to redefine their communities today. (Schwab, 2010;
Goodman, & West-Olatunji, 2008). For the purposes of this study historical trauma was used as
an indicator of the events and policies that changed the lives of the indigenous population
through violent acts and political subjugation.

Data Collection and Analysis
Data collection occurred primarily in the Wind River Indian Reservation among tribal
members and the programs that promote the well-being in the community. This includes Blue
Mountain Associates and other collaborators of the Food Dignity project. The narratives were
collected through interviews of participants. Observations were collected over a three year span
with the objective of documenting grassroots sustainable efforts in the community. Interviews
were done with the intent of capturing the food system story as perceived by knowledgeable
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tribal members. Vital elements of the food system story were fleshed out and related to the
perceptions of Northern Arapaho tribal members in order to complete the story. Historical and
contemporary quotes provide the perspective of the people that better explain their food story
during pivotal times throughout the indigenous people’s histories. The methodology
underpinning data analysis of this study is based on the use of analytic narrative to decipher
quotes that give a rich description of time place and event, as out lined by Erickson (1985). This
study also utilized concepts from Stewart (2014) where the analytic narrative creates a
foundation for completing compelling field research. The re-story process provides a vivid
reflection based on the person-in-environment perspective and the circumstances of the events
that that changed the environments of indigenous people (Erickson, 1985). Furthermore, Erikson
(1985) states that direct quotes convey a powerful meaning to the topic being studied because
they give a realistic view of human experiences, which can be pulled from interviews, informal
talks on the run, in a chat, field notes, and other research techniques. The documentation of a true
indigenous food system story requires that the researcher free themselves from what William J.
Bauer Jr. (Stewart, 2014) calls “preconceived notions about what Native American history is
about and who native peoples are” (pg. 11). Agricultural histories can be deciphered and told as
narratives that use the indigenous person’s accounts as a means of explaining the events that
have shaped their societies and create their histories (Fixico, 1997). This process has answered
the question: “What is the food system history of the Northern Arapaho people according to
native stories, primary documents, and secondary literatures?”
Paramount to the analysis of all data was the accounts of historical trauma and the
resiliencies that perpetuated the existences of indigenous nations in the western hemisphere.
Some participants recalled firsthand accounts that date back to the Word War II era and most of
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the participant’s possessed generational knowledge that pre-dates the 19th century. Historical
data was analyzed by synthesizing a coherent environment where indigenous food systems are
completely intact. From this paradigm their food system story then transitions into the modern
era. The study’s variance sample, triangulation, member checking, and a sound theoretical
framework all contributed to the validity of data analysis by assuring that trustworthiness is
achieved in the creation of a food system story.
Interviews
All participants were over the age of 18 years with a median age of 60 and participants
also possessed deep connections to Wind River community and the area surrounding the
reservation which is located in central Wyoming. Participation was also based on formal and
informal leadership roles, personal relationships with researcher, and among tribal members
holding positions of authority. Participants were selected using maximum variation techniques
(Merriam, 2009) which require enlisting individuals with diverse backgrounds, and those who
are perceived to have an extensive knowledge of the topic being studied. Narratives where
collected with 11 community members through interviews and common themes where
inductively pulled from the interview transcripts and the following categories emerged:
Traditional food system, Current food system, Generational knowledge, Health disparities, and
moving forward. From these categories a total or 19 quotes were used to complete the food
system story of the Northern Arapaho people.
Unstructured/Informal (Merriam, 2009) interviews were conducted with food system
stakeholders of the Wind River Indian Reservation. After the formalities the participant is asked
to describe a food system in their community. Then, as the primary instrument for measurement
(Peshkin, 1988) the researcher guided all interviews with the intent of capturing the essence of
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food system story for the Northern Arapaho People. Interviews have been audio recorded and
document stakeholder’s perceptions. All interviews were transcribed by a dictation professional
and I analyzed the data.
Interview Analysis
Interviews were analyzed on two different levels: first, an inductive coding process
prescribed by Merriam (2009) was used where the interview transcripts (points of analysis) were
deciphered by reading and re-reading the manuscripts while looking for the common themes,
then themes were synthesized into categories, from the categories direct quotes were pulled and
used as rich descriptions in the context of the story being told. Second, this study also relied
heavily on narrative inquiry (NI) which was used to create the context of a continuous food
system story, by matching perspectives (Quotes) with the historical and contemporary facts and
events, while citing the quotes.
Participant interviews collected for this study serve as the contemporary perspectives that
create the context of the story in terms of current food statuses and the strengths found in an
American Indian community. This study also used a thematic analysis in the interpretation of the
data, where the data is re-read many times so common themes can be ascertained and the
researcher is reflexive as the study progresses (Petty, Thomson, & Stew, 2012). Common themes
where categorized into eras and as descriptors of events that contribute directly to food system
story as a whole. Participant Quotes have been italicized in the results section with the bracketed
acronym [PQ]: numbered 1-19.
I am using narrative inquiry for the following reasons:
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First and foremost narrative inquiry is a form of storytelling where life stories are at the
heart of the topic being studied, as this line of investigation looks to understand the situations,
interactions, and continuity as the dimensions that make new forms of knowledge (Barton,
2004). For the purposes of this study the documentation of Northern Arapaho food systems was
based on the first-hand accounts of tribal members, because they hold the positions of authority
concerning the stories that have been passed down from generation–to-generation. This study
also used elements of Critical Race Theory (CRT) to serve as counterpoints to the dominant
cultures stereotypical attitudes (Fletcher, 2008). This study’s use of narrative inquiry allowed for
the creation of intellectual indigenous food system story.
Observation and Field Notes
Observations occurred primarily in the Wind River Indian Reservation with some
annotations made at meetings with stakeholder and collaborations in various geographical
locations. My field notes served two purposes; first it validates the documentation process, and
secondly it was used as a reference source for all activity during the project. The purpose of
multiple data sources is to create an accurate complete unit of analysis as a researcher who has
been immersed in a culture where ethnography is an element of an inquiry (Sánchez-Algarra &
Anguera, 2013). My methods blended what is going on in the Wind River community with food
system efforts in other American Indian reservations. My observations were especially important
assessing were the Wind River Indian Reservation fits in the food movements and the efforts that
are seen in other American Indian reservations. My observations occurred in the homes, the
schools, grocery stores, tribal farmers market, and any other locations where observable data
could be found.
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Analysis of Observations
For the purposes of this study, as a participant observer, I have combined my personal
observations and experiences with the observations made in the course of engaging sustainable
food systems in the Wind River Indian Reservation. This includes my observations as the market
manager for the Wind River Indian Reservations Tribal Farmer’s Market, where my observations
focused on the social relations between tribal members and looked for their strengths in respect
to creation of a solid community network in the pursuit of food sovereignty.
In the case of the Wind River Indian Reservation the roles of academia of community
have meshed and have completed much of their work from building off the food initiatives and
programs that are already in place. This includes human service organization, tribal health
programs, Indian Health Services, and a number of individual and non-profit organizations who
are dedicated to providing services to American Indian people. My work with the Food Dignity
project has shown that funding the home gardens has increased the level of participation in the
sustainable efforts occurring in the community. Thorough their positive association with BMA
the Food Dignity project used this collaboration to increase the awareness of a food sovereignty
paradigm that parallels the ideologies underpinning the American Indian food movements on the
national level.
As an aside, it is significant to mention that the Food Dignity project director has also
secured another grant to build 100 home gardens over a five year period in the Wind River
beginning in 2016, which will further the efforts that have already been made. Developing a
measure for capacity building in American Indian communities is processes that can offer insight
into, culture, generational knowledge, and communication between community members
(Hacker et al., 2012). Tribal members on both sides have seen the effects of diabetes and express
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desires to change the current food system because of their experiences. This was also observed
among the tribal programs that administer health promotion efforts for both tribes. Preventive
efforts that are geared toward healthy outcomes are likely to be received well in a reservation
community as health promotion is one of the biggest strengths in American Indian reservations.
Document Analysis
The primary document analysis began from a broad range of searches that initially
centered on indigenous food systems in a pre-contact era and then I looked at the eras of
colonialism, manifest destiny, World War II, and up to the situation with the current food
machine. I looked specifically for the main food staples of these eras and the social and
geographical conditions. Through my document analysis I found instances of extreme dietary
change where the indigenous population became the minority and in instances where they
entered into relationships with Europeans. FI was specifically found in the treaty documents that
indigenous people signed and through the policies that dictated their lifestyles as the dominant
culture was embedded. These documents outline the specific timeline of the relationship between
the two entities which gives specific instances of dietary change. This process allowed me to
expand my research of historical, treaty, and policy data into specific people, and locations, of
the events that shape indigenous peoples histories in the literature and the interview transcripts.
Document analysis served two purposes as it was triangulated with observations and
interviews, and it provided the data that was used to create the pre-contact indigenous food
system model that is presented in the first part of the results section of this study.
In the eras before FI, food systems show the innovations and adaptations that indigenous
people have made in respect to their food systems. From this point the results show how each
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tribe was forced to transition into the eras where FI directly altered the traditional food
sovereignties as the statuses lose their footing. The eras of colonialism, manifest destiny, World
War II, assimilation, and acculturation served as the next line of research for the remaining eras.
The indigenous peoples experience in the West culminates with an exodus of Europeans
from east to west and during the latter part of the 19th century some ethnographers recorded the
indigenous people’s testimonies. These interviews and firsthand accounts can be found in the
documents that were recorded at the time and later published in primary literatures, secondary
literatures, books, historical documentaries, and scholarly web-sites. This study focusses on
documenting the food systems of the Northern Arapaho people and relating all the literature to
their current situation in the Wind River Indian Reservation. This was accomplished through a
multi-disciplinary approach which utilized health and science scholarship and anthropological
accounts as a method for obtaining the appropriate documentation and verifying its validity.
Extensive reviews of indigenous food system both contemporary and historical helped
me identify the one true story pertaining to the sovereignty of an indigenous food system.
Dietary change that was correlated with increases in caloric intake, especially the calories
associated with highly processed foods, and mapped to contemporary health disparities. Relating
dietary change to current health disparities is important for establish a conceptual framework for
intervening in indigenous communities and provide knowledge that furthers action research for
the population (Campbell, 1989). The story of the Northern Arapaho food system encompasses
many aspects of societal factors that shaped the US.

Blending Data Sources and Methods for Re-Story
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For the purposes of this study all data and methods are blended to create two part stories
series. In the first part indigenous food systems are briefly outlined and FI is reflected at a
national level. In part two the Northern Arapaho food system story is told in a re-storying that
places the Northern Arapaho food system in an indigenous landscape in the western hemisphere.
Methodologically, the study uses the interviews as extensions of the indigenous people narrative
through out there history by using their words to explain the events that changed their lives.
Historical quotes are used to explain the indigenous person’s perspective during the events that
precede interview perspectives. The documentation and literature review of indigenous people’s
history was used to map the indigenous population’s experiences in the western hemisphere. The
contemporary situation of the Northern Arapaho Tribe is correlated to the Peoplehood Matrix in
an effort to measure the degree of sovereign conditions at any given time. Observations and field
notes have been blended with all the knowledge that has been generated in regards to food
sovereignty and the opportunities that have been created in the community, in terms of
sustainable food systems. The story of the Northern Arapaho food system shows how FI
consumed every part of their world and put them on the fast track to health disparities. Their
story food system story is vested in rigors of scientific qualitative research that uses many
perspectives to capture one true story.

Trustworthiness
Scholars have argued that narrative research needs to have a list of considerations for
ensuring that the study will be recognized and accepted in the research field, and that
trustworthiness is what qualitative researchers strive for in a constructivist paradigm (Loh, 2013).
The trustworthiness of this study is vested in the literature and firsthand accounts that have been
outlined above. Central to the creation of the food system story is the validity be achieved by
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following Loh’s (2013) strategies were the triangulation of documentation, observations, and
interviews are combined with a process, that includes peer debriefing, member checks, and a
subjectivity statement.
The documentation of food systems for this particular population requires an inverse
conceptualization of community member’s perceptions of what a food system is in their
community and what it should be. In a recent article on narrative inquiry it is posited that
“Unlike the surgeon’s scalpel, or the accountant’s calculator, narratives are not only tools; they
act as both our starting point and or end product” (Wells, 2011, p. 539). The article (Wells, 2011)
also suggests that we can ask if there is trustworthiness in terms of; “how representative is the
narrative of what it intends to describe; how relevant is it to the field; how reflexive has the
researcher been in theorizing her own role in shaping the narrative” (p. 543). The trustworthiness
of this study’s design has been consistently applied through the duration of the research project
and the writing of the manuscript which adds to the validity of the research project as a whole.

Author Subjectivity Statement
This research study has allowed me to gain a knowledge of my people’s history which
has been very motivating factor in my efforts to effect positive change in the Wind River
community. In totality I have centered my academic career on the Arapaho people in search of
social justice for their historical and contemporary injustices, because it is in my DNA. Arapaho
people we have always identified as one tribe in time and space and today we still identify as one
tribe as our existence is tied to time and place when we say “we were there during that time” and
it resonates in our perception as one people (Anderson, 1994). Making this connection is
important for my understanding of my people when attempting to look through ancestral lenses.
As a formally educated tribal member my research gave me the opportunity to see how the
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history of our tribe has been diluted by the Eurocentric fascist attitudes and the conditions that
transpired in the western hemisphere. Finding a balance between both worlds has been
imperative because it alleviates the barriers between academia and community.
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CHAPTER THREE: Re-Storying Northern Arapaho Food
Sovereignty
Genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or
in part, a national, ethnical, racial, or religious group, and includes five types of criminal
actions: killing members of the group; causing serious bodily or mental harm to members
of the group; deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring
about its physical destruction in whole or in part; imposing measures intended to prevent
births within the group; and forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.
- Heart, & DeBruyn, The American Indian holocaust, 1998, p. 769
In this chapter the results were combined and integrated into two indigenous food system
stories. In the first story the impact of FI on the indigenous people’s food systems are discussed
in terms of what existed and what has been lost as indigenous people experienced mass
intrusions of Europeans. In the second story the story of the Northern Arapaho food system is
retold as seen through the experiences of a single indigenous population and their resilience in
maintaining a traditional food system and the Peoplehood Matrix under dire circumstances.

Starting at the End
Contemporary American Indians are engaging sustainable food systems on many levels
as they have taken on the task of promoting health through community efforts that involve food.
These efforts are geared toward ending health disparities by creating traditional sustainable food
systems for reservation communities. On June 3, 2014 the First Nations Development Institute
awarded $400,000 to 12 American Indian communities in the hopes of educating grassroots
practitioners who will advocate for the American Indian people by capitalizing on their strengths
as they engage change (June 3, 2014., News, Retrieved from: http://www.nativetimes.com). The
indigenous traditional diet was originally altered by the incorporation of middle-class British
diets that can be correlated to the early political economy in the US; this increased nutritional
intake as new foods were coupled with the intake of traditional foods (Harris, & Ross, 2009).
Today American Indian communities are trying to balance modernization with sustainable food
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systems through education efforts and grassroots engagements that are aimed at increasing
access to fresh produce (Kuhnlein, & Receveur, 1996). Many tribes are including generational
knowledge as a form of social justice to combat the materialistic attitudes and beliefs that
accompany the ideologies and the ineffective tribal governments that have been forced on them
(Grey, & Patel, 2015; Slocum, & Cadieux, 2015). In the US national and regional efforts have
been spotlighted and can be seen among the individuals and communities that have taken the
initiatives in doing this work. Winona LaDuke is a tribal member from the White Earth
Reservation in Minnesota, where she has increased awareness of sustainable agriculture on a
national level and ran for Vice President on the Green Party’s Ticket (May 22, 2008., News,
Retrieved from: http://www.minnpost.com/politics-policy/2008/05/laduke-and-lessons-shelearned-nader). In one of their first agreements with Europeans it was documented that they
indigenous people retained all the rights as sovereign nations and this has been used as an
extension of their sovereignty, and actually allows them to negotiate with other nations (Brown,
& Swanson, 2010). Re-connecting food systems stories and traditional beliefs is a means of reestablishing sovereign conditions in which tribal governments already possess the legal and
political standing to engage healthy paradigms. It also offers tribal members an opportunity to
return to framework that capitalizes on the generational knowledge that still exists in their
communities. Today the world food system is not sustainable because it is a capitalistic and part
of the social institutions that make up a global political economy (Godfray, et al., 2010).
Creating food sovereignty for the American Indian starts with creating a food system story from
which interventions can be created and offered as a model that guides efforts for creating more
sovereign conditions in their environments.

Indigenous Food Sovereignty
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In North America traditional indigenous food systems evolved to a point where large
scale food production was established and thousands of years of generational knowledge had
been accumulated. The sovereignty of a food system is created under the perpetual patterns in
which a society struggles and then adapts by establishing the societal parameters that secure the
food system (Grey, & Patel, 2015). Most historical studies have looked at the functionality of a
specific food system through the archeological remnants of plants and animals when gauging an
indigenous food system. The indigenous population’s food system also encompasses food
production and the indigenous person in their natural environment which are new avenues for
viewing how a food system functioned (Doolittle, 1992). As hunters the indigenous people
developed a specific ideology that gave the harvester an identity in the society, an important role
that transcended that of a fisherman or gatherer of many berries, this status also allowed the
hunter to become part of nature (Vibert, 1996). Their ethics were seen in their traditional
agricultural practices where they did not try to control Mother Nature; instead they mastered the
concepts of working with her to build civilizations.

Figure 3 Mesa Verde was occupied from approximately 600 – 1300 CE by the indigenous people of the South West.
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In contrast to Mesa Verde at this point in time other societies in European were
experiencing an agriculture revolution as many farms migrated to the northlands allowing
country’s first food surplus to be established (Butler, 2007). For 700 years the people of Mesa
Verde achieved self-sustainability by adapting to an environment that was less than hospital for
agricultural developments, but the people in this area created very specific techniques for dealing
with the conditions. (See Figure 4) Regionally speaking the segregation of indigenous
population’s show how people factionalized and diversified in their food system stories as
different environments required the different means for food production and cultural
adaptabilities.

Figure 4: During this era they were cultivating corn on mesas to achieve sustenance and at one point the people of Mesa Verde
developed a system of migration so they could relocate during seasons of droughts (Cordell, Van West, Dean, & Muenchrath,
2007; Doolittle, 1992).

Indigenous food system in North America evolved in many other environments like the
North Woodlands, the Great Lakes, California, and the Rocky Mountains. These environments
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provided sustenance to millions of indigenous inhabitants with thousands of traditions that
dictated food production. In the eras preceding FI agriculture accounted for 80 percent of an
Iroquois diet while most the population was still hunting and gathering, furthermore, the
Algonquin diet was theorized to have been more of meat diet as they were far to north to be full
scale farmers (Walker, 2008). The Indigenous populations of the Northern Plains also used their
ingenuity for food production. They conceptualized buffalo jumps (See Figure 5) over 2,000
years BCE, where some of the indigenous people served as decoys while the others chased the
buffalo behind them, in some instances they used ropes to repel to a safe area under the cliff
while the buffalo ran over it, which was an extremely honorable task (Malone, 1991).

Figure 5: In the picture above the indigenous populations would chase the buffalo over the cliff by causing a stampede and then
they would then harvest the animal. This particular Buffalo jump is in Montana and others can be found from Texas to Canada.
This type of food production would be very significant for food storages and for making tools (Picture from
gregvaughn.photoshelter.com).

Corn was in full scale production in areas like the South West where early explores
observed furrows that ran for an entire days walk, and they could also see that massive
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civilizations that had been created from a people who already made the transformations to
agrarian cultures (Harris, Dec 27, 1896; Doolittle, 1992, Butler, 2007). Some early techniques
included complex irrigation systems as cleared fielded areas where raised indicating a fluent
knowledge of irrigation practices that were actually used for more than cultivation (Doolittle,
1992). Furthermore, Doolittle (1992) states that home-lot gardens may have been more vital to
the system as a whole during this era. The indigenous people of this time and place evolved and
developed their agriculture to the point where their societies flourished.

The Introduction of FI into the Indigenous Population
From an epidemiological perspective the most devastating aspect of FI was the pathogens
Europeans introduced into the environment which spread very quickly and killed millions of
indigenous people indiscriminately. From a systems perspective the traditional lifestyles of the
indigenous people was disrupted as their societies became embedded with a European presence.
These perspectives offer insight into every indigenous population that has been effected FI as it
attacked every aspect of their traditional lifestyles and their historical trauma can still be felt
today. In a study on Historical Loss researchers found that current generations of indigenous
people in the US often reflect on the trauma of their ancestors and they feel as if they have lost a
family member because they get of sense of their ancestries traumatization (Whitbeck, Adams,
Hoyt, & Chen, 2004). FI represented the end of the world for some of the indigenous societies as
their existences where obliterated by disease, with many individuals never setting eyes on a
single European.
In 1492, the first wave of health disparities began as greedy (gold seeking) beings arrived
in the western hemisphere bringing with them disease and European tyranny, but these facts have
eluded the knowledge base of the society in the US, it is especially contradictory to what is
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taught in the primary arenas of academia US (Bigelow, & Peterson, 1998). Most scholars have
estimated that over 50 million indigenous people occupied the western hemisphere and they also
agree that between 90 – 95 percent of the population died from disease (Denevan, 1992;
Clement, 1999). The effects of human loss and the diminishment of sovereign conditions in their
environments are concepts that can only be truly understood by the people. In essence
immigration and encroachment was an unregulated venture from which Europeans vied for who
would be the first to loot the country side of all its riches.
The indigenous people’s land was originally encroached by the Spaniards who searched
for gold in in civilizations like the Aztec people’s, and beyond as the Europeans destroyed the
natural systems of the indigenous people in South America (Gibson, 1964). From a humanistic
perspective the value of a people should be based on doing the right thing in the context of the
way things should be, furthermore it has been stated that something exist when it is done for the
right reasons in any given situation (Adams, 2003). On the shores of the Atlantic in North
America things changed as the European and indigenous people established relationships. This
occurred as a group of European arrived who were not motivated by greed and they their plight
represents what happens when an indigenous population enters into an agreement with a
European entity.
In the early part of the 15th century religiously persecuted pilgrims entered the
environments of the indigenous people and would have likely stared if it were for the empathy of
Squanto (Wampanoag) as he taught the new comers how to achieve subsistence (Dow, & Slapin,
2004). Relationships deteriorated quickly in the colonial era and initial conflicts erupted because
of European hog encroachments as the domestic animal trampled indigenous corn fields and the
Europeans did not compensate the indigenous people for the infraction (Conover, 2007). As
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more encroachment took place the European promised to pay the indigenous people for the land
they had taken, in this agreement reparations would be made in the form of English money and
provisions (Weeks, 1920). On June 8, 1675, two indigenous people were hung in the colonist’s
gallows and two weeks later the first war with Europeans erupted (Drake, 1999). Early
colonialism is an oppressive and ironic part in the food system story of indigenous people
because Thanksgiving is based on a relationship created with Europeans.
FI in the West
The Declaration of Independence was signed in 1776, which further entrenched
Europeans on the east coast and forced some indigenous populations to migrate to the West
where the Continental Divide served as a geographical strong hold. In 1780, contact with
Europeans was minimal out West where the indigenous population was estimated to be 100,800
(Thornton, 1987). The Peoplehood Matrix was still intact for the indigenous people out West, but
their land would be retro-actively encroached, on paper, through the laws and European authority
that was enacted. In 1803, Thomas Jefferson concocted the Louisiana Purchase in what may have
been and unconstitutional act, but for the indigenous populations in the West it created the
second wave of FI that rippled through the environments on the Plains (Brown, 1920; Kastor,
2008). The indigenous people began losing land at a rapid rate that by 1829, there was a growing
sentiment by some prominent women’s groups in the East and they lobbied to uphold the
indigenous persons right to property, causing reformers to rethink American Indian policies, but
they were unsuccessful (Hershberger, 1999). In 1830, the Indian Removal Act was passed which
authorized the president to swap indigenous land in the East with land in the West, three days
later another bill was passed which endorsed “squatterism” and gave property rights to the
Europeans who already made encroachments on the land (Carlson, & Roberts, 2006). In the
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instances where indigenous populations adapted successfully they were still subjugated because
they stood in the way of society with an economic agenda. Carlson & Roberts (2006) also states
that there was $500,000 that was appropriated to help the indigenous people make the move out
west, but many indigenous people perished from starvation on the journey.
The Cherokee Indians serve as a testament of the resilience and ability of an indigenous
society as they adapted and built churches, plantations, slaves, a newspaper in their traditional
language, and a constitution, only to have it stripped because gold was found on their land
(Young, 1981). During this era the US government defied their own constitution 15 years after it
was ratified as Jefferson opened the door to the West. The Cherokees built a new Peoplehood
Matrix under the rules of the Europeans, yet their rights were still violated.
The depiction below (See Figure 6) is a famous painting that depicts this era from a
European perspective and it shows that the indigenous people as mere by-products to what was
occurring at this time in the country. The painting shows the indigenous people running away
from the European invaders who are followed by all the disrupting forces of FI. After all that has
transpired fort the indigenous peoples of the US, this picture should be politically incorrect, but
like the names of sports mascots it is a clear disregard for the indigenous population. The
indigenous people’s food systems out West were altered because of greed as gold was discovered
and the industrial revolution created new and unregulated markets. Through this traditional food
systems would be lost in the conflicts that stemmed from the broken promises and from the
inhumane behavior that was initiated from the beliefs and attitudes underpinning Manifest
Destiny.
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Figure 6: In this picture we can see the disruption to the natural systems of the indigenous people in their environment as the rail
road, the telegraph, the 49ers, and the settlers are all represented. They are also being led by benevolent force in which all the
elements needed to build a political and economic model have been blessed (Picture from highered.mcgraw-hill.com).

In the west the buffalo was everything to the indigenous people that utilized it as a food
system and incorporated the byproducts into their everyday lives. Carlson, (1998) identified ten
out of thirty indigenous groups in the Great Plains that are known as being bison-hunting
communities which includes; Assiniboine, Blackfeet, Cheyenne, Comanche, Crow, Gros
Venture, Kiowa Apache, Lakota, Saris, and the Arapaho. The buffalo provided these tribes with
life and the tribes in turn appreciated the animal to the extent that it became sacred and
symbolized life itself. Bison-hunting tribes believed that the creator placed the buffalo where he
did because he knew that the people needed a protector. The following excerpt was taken from
the historical accounts of a Kiowa and her perception of the buffalo and its meaning to her
people:
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Everything the Kiowa had come from the buffalo, their tee-pees were made of buffalo
hide, so were their cloths and moccasins, they eat buffalo meat, their containers were
made of hides or bladder or stomach, most of all the buffalo was part of the Kiowa
religion, the buffalo were life of the Kiowa.
Burns, The West, Kiowa Woman, 1996
From 1851-1876 the indigenous population and the Europeans clashed on the Great
Plains and in these instances of conflict the indigenous were devalued because they resisted
European advancement. The sovereignty of the indigenous population is inherent and the US
claim to their land is a jurisdictional fabrication that is perpetuated by those who believe its
authenticity (Wilkins, & Lomawaima, 2001). It has been suggested that society needs to invest in
a real “Indian Education” that reinvents a more representative story for indigenous populations
as told in a new pedagogy (Grande, 2004). The indigenous people’s experiences in the West
have been related to genocide and by all measure the acts of Europeans surpass the parameters
that dictate war crimes and crimes against humanity (Churchill, 1986). The volatile relationship
with Europeans is evident in the history of the Sioux as they resisted the newcomer’s interests in
the Black Hills and suffered a series of genocidal tactics that resulted in warfare (Moore, 1937).
By 1876, all indigenous populations had been subjugated by the laws and policies of European
Americans.
At the turn of the Century the Indigenous people entered a new era in which they became
American citizens and ultimately a sub-population in their own country. Their situations are a
result of the laws that gave American Indians the political and economic incentives which make
up their contemporary identities (Goldberg-Ambrose, 1994). The indigenous person became
American Citizens in June of 1924 at which time they were called Indians (Ngai, 1999). Today
they are mostly referred to as America Indians and their populations are conditioned just like
every other population in the American society.
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Outcomes for the indigenous people of the West are seen in the American Indian
Reservations like the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (Sioux), Lame Dear Indian Reservation
(Northern Cheyenne), and the Wind River Indian Reservation (Northern Arapaho & Eastern
Shoshone). These Plains Indian reservation communities contain historical backgrounds that
hold the truths of the indigenous people’s experiences in the West where their societies detract
from the cultural attributes that perpetuated their well-being (Wax, 1971).
The land diminishments can be seen in the maps [Fig. 8] that depict the dwindling
indigenous land base from 1850 to 1990. Before 1850 the land was occupied by the indigenous
populations that re-located out west and the indigenous populations that were already present in
that part of the country. By 1865 the outcomes of the California gold rush can be seen which was
indicative the encroachment practices of that time. By 1880, the outcomes of FI can be seen in
the diminishments of land that occurred out West.
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Figure 7: From this perspective land losses are seen as major diminishments to the sovereign conditions of the Peoplehood
Matrix where each era represents the outcomes of mass intrusions by Europeans and ultimately the confinement of indigenous
populations to American Indian Reservations (Picture from raylovatt maps).

Acculturation of the Indigenous Food Systems
Indigenous culture around the world have fallen victim to the “westernized” epidemic has
swept through their nation and through the planet. A prevalence of health disparities related to
this phenomenon increased exponentially over the last 70 years in the US and it has been
hypothesized that this is attributable to a changes in the population’s environments that include
increases in sedentary behavior (Broussard, et al., 1995). The Northern Arapaho Tribe is an
indigenous culture that has resided in Wind River Indian Reservation for over a century and the
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following is a quote from an elder tribal member who gave his perception of this this
phenomenon when it reached the Wind River Indian Reservation: [PQ-1]
That was in the ‘30’s [referring to a strong sense of community] and in the ‘40’s when
the community cannery and everything shut down, we didn’t have that unity anymore. In
the 1960’s there was still social committees and auxiliaries that helped feed the people,
but that started to disappear in the ‘70’s, and lately over the last 10 years it’s been hard
to try to get activities going, because nobody wants to unless they get paid. The biggest
problem is our health on the reservation, poor eating habits, less exercise and a lot of it
is heredity.
A traditional food system has been defined as a culturally significant and geographically
appropriate means of achieving sustenance for an indigenous society (Kuhnlein, 1996). The
fundamental premise of any historical indigenous food system was based on the resources of
land and the natural order of seasonal cycles. It was also limited by technological advancement
and absent of domestic farm animals.
Today the indigenous people of the US partake in a food system that contributes to the
health disparities of tribal members and it is not of their own creation, or ownership. When a
society possesses a food system they have complete control over the entire system. In an effort to
define a sustainable food system Brklacich, Bryant, & Smit (1991) identified six perspectives of
a sustainable food system that include environmental considerations, maintaining sustainable
outputs, carrying capacity, number of producers, food supplies, and equity. In most instances
these elements are not considered in today’s food system.
The indigenous societies of North America sustained their existence for thousands of
years and evolved as ecologically dependent human beings that seen themselves as part of a
bigger system (Anderson, 1992). Their existences relied on the cyclical nature of the seasons and
what can be derived from their land throughout the year and by the social boundaries that
evolved through culture. Their societal systems were forced to compensate by finding new ways
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of achieving sustenance for the people, but the forces of FI would prove to be very
overwhelming in which the benefits of a self-sustainability was lost.
In the US the story of an indigenous food system can be found in the histories that extend
back to the beginning of their existence as a species. In this respect their traditional food systems
have been phased out over a relatively short period of time. In order to get a realistic grasp of the
impact of European intrusion this study looks at the how the influences of indigenous inclusion
in a political economy relates to the forces of globalized capitalism (Demaine, 2000). Traditional
indigenous food systems need to become more sovereign for a plethora of reasons and the food
system is just one factor that can be accomplished within our lifetime. Their stories must be reconnected so they can be continued in the hopes of recapturing a truly sovereign status that is
representative of the Peoplehood Matrix.

Northern Arapaho Food Sovereignty Re-story
The Story Begins on the Back of the Turtle
The Arapaho food system begins at the point where an indigenous people’s culture,
tradition, and knowledge develop and they conceptualize the existential qualities in their
environment. Arapaho knowledge has been defined as an element of culture that is tied to a
system of exchange, how personhood is defined, hierarchy of age, and patterns in human
relationships (Anderson, 1992). Stories are important because they can be consolidated into an
ethic that shows how societies once lived and made sense of the universe (King, 2005). If there is
one universal truth about the indigenous peoples food systems in the western hemisphere it is in
the holistic nature of their traditional systems.
The Arapaho people use the story of the Turtle and creation in their culture in which it is
a very sacred oral tradition that could only be told by certain people and took many nights to give
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the oral translation (Dorsey & Kroeber, 1997). Oral stories transcend existence Arapaho people’s
existence and one of the most important lessons is found in a story about picking the wrong root
and the ethic that is found from when human beings learn from their mistakes and finding the
appropriateness of doing things in a good way (Dorsey & Kroeber, 1997). For the Arapaho
people this would mean doing things that benefit the tribe as a whole and makes their lives
better. The human beings of the western hemisphere survived by creating a self-sustainable
existence through the adaptations and developments that perpetuated life. The conceptualization
of creation story is very important for understanding Arapaho food sovereignty because it shows
how the indigenous population shares a global commonality that is indicative of religious and a
belief system that includes a story about creation.
Subsistence in the Time Period Following Creation (20,000 BCE)
At the beginning of this time period the last ice age was ending and hunting was a very
big aspect of food production for indigenous populations that lived closer to the North Pole. The
Arapaho are descendants of a people who originated on the Eastern side of the prime meridian
where they adapted the very harsh conditions above the Arctic Circle (Pitulko, et al., 2004). As
the indigenous people made their crossing they hunted the Woolley Mammoth in the artic as well
as the upper areas of North America, but gathering practices would have been limited because of
cold environmental conditions of this era (Madsen, 2004). Their ability to master the hunt of big
game would be vital in their survival and for food system continuance in a Paleolithic era. This
was done by deriving sustenance for the land which created very profound system relationships
were created with their surroundings.
The food system of the ancestors Northern Arapaho Tribe can be mapped back to a prehistoric time when perpetual health disparities occurred more along the lines of a serious injury
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or an event that caused high mortality rates in a society. The ancestral history of today’s
indigenous population began simultaneously and their dispersion represents a flow of humanity
that has been bottlenecked as they crossed the Bearing Straight Bridge. This can be seen as a
push away from other cultures when looking at their migration from a purely geocentric
perspective. The indigenous population of the western hemisphere crossed over the Bearing
Straight primarily as big game hunters in an icy environment. Their food system story is
continued as their migratory pattern takes them further south and they begin to trickle into
original sect of human beings. Mapping the food system history of the Northern Arapaho people
begins at the point where their historical existences begin approximately 20,000 years ago.
The ancestors of the original Arapaho bands journeyed into the western hemisphere
surviving on what the land had to offer. The ecosystems served the needs in establishing
livelihoods and their tradition and culture provided social order. They were the first human
beings on the planet to see all the wondrous landscape in the western hemisphere where the
elements of the Peoplehood Matrix could take root. The indigenous people of the Western
Hemisphere have been genetically traced and shown to be one group of human beings that
crossed the Bearing Straight (See Figure 8) 19,000 to 23,000 BCE with exponential population
expansion beginning 18,000 BCE which is a journey that lasted for 3,000 years (Davis, & Shaw,
2001).
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Figure 8: Placing the ancestors of the Arapaho in a time and place is important for understanding how the indigenous people
lived and survived and established a permanent civilization in the Western Hemisphere. This perspective also allows for a
detachment from the stereotypical nuances that have subjugated their entire existence (Map from leonpero.tistory.com).

Scholars can trace the Arapaho language to the Algonquian dialect which places Arapaho
people in regions that reached from the Rocky Mountains and encompassed land east to the
Great Lakes (Waldman, & Braun,2009)). The indigenous people of this area were a seminomadic people living in small bands that practiced an environmentally secular food system
where small crops were planted, tribes disbanded to hunt caribou, and returned for harvest season
(Subsistence, 2000). During this era and the eras that preceded Arapaho food sovereignty was a
facet of the Peoplehood Matrix that was guided by culture and tradition.
The Arapaho consider themselves one people and this translated into every aspect of their
society as it dictated time, place, and identity which allowed the people keep an accurate oral
account of their society’s activities (Anderson, 1994). From a global systems perspective the
entire planet changed as a result of the last glacier maximum as land masses shrunk and
everything thawed due to climate change around 12,000 BCE (North, et al., 2003). Their food
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systems would have been vital elements as a driving force that took up most of the though and
culture for the people making this particular journey.
The Beginning of a New Era (12,000-3,000 BCE)
The indigenous people of the western hemisphere did not have farm animals or other
tools in the proliferation of their food system. Like most indigenous populations the ancestors of
the Arapaho evolved as guardians of the planet who found yields in plant life and animals in the
environments where they developed subsistence economies (Durning, 1992). The beginning of
this era is a good premise to initiate a story of indigenous people’s food system as it shows their
developments on spectrums of continuance in the western hemisphere. The end of this ice age
occurred approximately 12,000 years ago as the majority of the world’s populations were etching
out survival tactics in their respective niches.
The Arapaho are part of the Mound Building cultures of this time and place, as they built
earth lodges and used the Tee-Pees as a lodge to hunt and gather in which the entrances all their
lodges faced east where the rising sun is seen every day (Johnson, 2003). In the western
hemisphere agriculture was practiced to an extent that corn was developed and utilized in many
cultures in the various forms that existed in the country (Harris, 1896). A year cycle in the
Algonquin tradition is 13 moons indicating the best times for hunting, fishing, and gathering of
fruits and nuts like strawberries, blue berries and edibles from the American Chestnut Tree and
Beech Tree (Cox & Jacobs, 2006). Among the Algonquin people the perpetuation of sovereignty
can be seen in a tradition that stipulated that a first born son would inherit the right to a hunting
district which would be tied back through years of kinship (Speck, 1915). The indigenous
person described here lived in societies that were dictated by culture and tradition and in many
ways this allowed them to live as stakeholders in the survival of the tribe as a whole.
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Establishing A Peoplehood Matrix in Pre-Contact Eras (5,000 BCE)
The Arapaho settled in the central regions of North America near the Great Lakes, never
truly becoming sedentary, but initially calling a large section of that area their traditional
homelands (Anderson, 1994). Scholars have estimated that between 1.1 and 12.0 million
indigenous people populated North America after disease outbreaks and this estimate precedes
the point when European intruders intended to stay in the hemisphere (Snipp, 1989). Over the
course of studying many sites archeologists found 130 communities that used over 200 various
forms of plants and animals in their diets over 5,000 BCE (Krohn, & Segrest, 2010). One
Northern Arapaho story teller recalled in her oral history of time when gathering was a very
significant aspect of the tribe’s food system and how it was inclusive of nature and the
environment and her language as she conveys the Arapaho as a singular people when she speaks
of them at a time health statuses were more universal:
A long time ago the Arapaho survived on what they could get from nature in the form of
fruits and nuts….We were a lot healthier people back then.
-PQ2: Northern Arapaho story teller
The environment and landscape of this era allowed the indigenous population to diverge
into sects and cultures that differentiated in practices and traditions. In the Arapaho culture one
of the most effective and socially unifying aspects of tradition was seen in the hierarchy of age
which promoted the appropriate social interaction and authority among the people (Anderson,
1994). The tribes of this era all have extensive histories in the country and their existences were
part of the bigger picture in terms of the social order in the country. In the eras prior to FI the
indigenous people’s food systems where established over thousands of years as they evolved and
adapted to the environments where their customs and traditions provided them with the capacity
to establish homelands as healthier people.
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Food System of the Great Plains in the West (1701-1851)
Eventually every indigenous population would be effected by FI in which the Arapaho
and many other cultures would be forced to leave their ancestral homeland, and their lives would
never be the same. For the Arapaho it was specifically an outbreak of small pox that devastated
the tribe and forced them to make the decision to leave their traditional homeland (Stamm, 1999)
There would be no negotiations concerning their right to remain on their original homeland and
they would never return to live there as a tribe again. The Arapaho were forced out west to and
where they found new niches with ecosystems that were conducive for the retention of traditional
food system. It would also be a place where the impact of technological advances reached every
indigenous population.
The evolution and developmental ingenuity seen in the indigenous population’s food
systems of the Great Plains are testaments to a self-sustainable paradigm in its most humane
form. The indigenous populations of central North America were slowly pushed west and this
would mark the turning point for many of the groups of people that made this transition (Sorel,
2004). During this era the migration west usually included societal transitions where indigenous
nations became nomadic and developed a food system that was based on the gun, the horse, and
the buffalo. The Arapaho migrated west splitting the five original bands as they searched for new
homelands and ecosystems which ultimately landed them in the central Great Plains with three
bands still intact (Swanton, 1952). Lewis and Clark place the Arapaho people at the head of the
Kansas River (Central Colorado) in their accounts of the indigenous peoples of the west (Hilger,
1952). This would also place them in the vicinity of the Mandan and Hidatsa who were major
traders in the area and had acquired guns and horses for trade (Schilz & Worcester, 1987). In
1780 the Arapaho population was approximately 3,000 and most of the indigenous populations
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migrating out west where evolving rapidly with the new tools they acquired from the Europeans
(Lowie, 1982). The gun and horse offered the Arapaho people a new lifestyle from which they
could fortify the Peoplehood Matrix under nomadic conditions.
The American Buffalo (See Figure 9) provided every staple for existence as meat would
fill food stores and the body parts were used as tool in which chores were made easier and
cultural was maintained. In the Arapaho tradition it is customary for a young man to give his first
buffalo kill to an elder of the people where the animal becomes a food item and its meaning to
the people is more profound (Anderson, 2011). The buffalo bull skull is also set in the front of
many sacred lodges of the tribes that paid homage to the inclusive animal (Burns, 1996). The
nomadic peoples would follow the buffalo matching their migratory patterns and living the
lifestyle that was derived from this food system. The indigenous people’s food systems sustained
the people through the cultural traditions that assured that no tribal members would go hungry
because of the inclusiveness that tribalism promoted. The best hunters became the leaders
because they could acquire more food and achieve status by giving excesses food to less
fortunate families in the society.
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Figure 9: The buffalo played a very intricate role in the life of the Arapaho as its meat was a commodity they could acquire in
surplus. [Illustration from nativewarrioes.net]

In 1804, Ronda (1984) places the Arapaho at a central trading village run by the
Mandan’s and Hidatsa where they took part in a trading network that encompassed a 1,000 miles
radius, and included horses and guns. In 1829 an Indian agent from places the Arapaho in present
day Wyoming and Colorado with a population of 4,000 in which they still held a great alliance
with the Cheyenne (Fowler, 1986). In totality the Arapaho had a food system with enough meat
and other sources of food to sustain life and further develop their culture and traditions.
Another big aspect of the food systems during this era was the gathering practices of the
people and all the new tools they acquired. Scholars have identified 550 species of plants utilized
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by indigenous cultures in North America which include fleshy fruits, grains, nuts, seeds,
mushrooms, root vegetables, and green vegetables (Kuhnlein & Turner, 1991). During this era
greens and berries were also gathered by hand and eaten raw, processing the foods was also very
important and it served as an assurance that the item was edible (Kuhnlein & Turner, 1991). As
traditional gathers the indigenous populations would have done extremely well in adapting all
societal practices with the aid of guns and horses as gathering berries would have also been more
efficient and safe.
The Phase-Out of Northern Arapaho Traditional Food Systems (1851-1864)
Do not misunderstand me, but understand me fully, and my affection for the land, I never
said the land was mine to do with as I please, the one who has the right to dispose of it is
the one who created it, I claim the right to live on my land, and afford you the privilege to
live on yours.
- Burns, The West: Chief Joseph, 1996
Land encroachments in west disrupted the Arapaho way of on many levels as it also
contributed to the diminishment of the sovereign conditions they created in this area of the
continent. In 1850 Census reports the territories of Wyoming, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Montana, New Mexico, and Colorado where occupied by 274,139 Europeans
(Anderson, & Hill, 1975). This is a very germane statistic because it marks a point in time that
the Arapaho people were forced to deal directly with Europeans. As Europeans made their way
in this part of Indian country FI was already a facet in the new tool and concepts that were
introduced. As Europeans made more contact with indigenous people in their safe havens, they
actually considered it their homes which was something they would not let go of without a fight.
The treaty was the biggest factor in separating the indigenous populations form their land out
West.
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ARAPAHO TREATIES
TREATY
Fort Laramie

DATE RANGE
1851-1860

FOOD SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS
Encroachments disrupted natural
migration of buffalo

Fort Wise

1861-1864

First instance of land loss in treaties

Little Arkansas River

1865-1866

Preceded Sand Creek Massacre that
destroyed food stores for Southern
Arapaho

Medicine Lodge Treaty

1867

Restricted from more of the tribes
established hunting grounds

Fort Laramie

1868

This treaty stripped the Northern
Arapaho of all the land they acquired in
the West

Table 1: In 1851 the Arapaho Tribe signed their first Treaty with the US of America and their lives would never be the same.
Beginning in 1851 the Arapaho people would forever be changed by a European presence where the effects of FI are felt on a
daily basis.

Ultimately the Arapaho people were forced into bad situations under circumstances that
where beyond their control. They became vulnerable because of the perpetual acts that created
genocidal conditions for the indigenous populations of this time period. These atrocities
disconnected their sustainable paradigm as their traditional systems could not function under
what was occurring. In this era the instances of conflict serve as points in which the traditional
food system changed because of the relationships between the indigenous people and the
Europeans that staked claim to the country.
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From Marxist perspective land ownership is seen as a perpetual destructive force that was
initiated form the capitalistic paradigms that begun in England during the late 17th Century and
spread exploiting all the undeveloped societies in the western hemisphere beginning with Latin
American (Wallerstein, 1979). Land is a cornerstone in the Peoplehood Matrix and its
diminishments have clearly been overlooked in terms of reparatory justice and the state of
indigenous nations. In the West the indigenous people have been portrayed as the villains, but in
our contemporary societies the essence of their character in a time of resistances has not been
truly told a manner that gives it the justice it deserves.
The ideological differences between Europeans and indigenous people represent
impasses in which the forces European progression prevailed over humanity. The indigenous
people’s rights where doomed from the beginning as Europeans became blinded by their deep
rooted belief as imperialists with an agenda (Smith, 1999). The Arapaho and other indigenous
people in the West established a sufficient food system in the buffalo, but as encroachment
became a reality so did the food insecurities.
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Figure 10: In 1851 the Arapaho began their official relationship with the Europeans as they established an agreement that
allowed nonindigenous pass through the territory on their way to the gold fields in California. This agreement did not establish
land for the indigenous people of the territory; instead, it actually outlines the boundaries that the indigenous people already
established in the West. [Map drawn by Father Pierre de Smet to help clarify the division of lands negotiated in the Fort Laramie
Treaty of 1851]

The TREATY OF FORT LARAMIE WITH SIOUX, ETC. (1851) shows that the
Arapaho and Cheyenne agreed that this was their land and they would allow Europeans to cross
it in return for peace and annual payment. Furthermore, damages from treaty discourse are far
reaching as one researcher found inconsistencies where some articles appear in original treaty
documents, but they have been left out of the documents that have been published since, which
has been extremely troublesome for the Gros Ventures (Bernholz, & Pytlik Zillig, 2011).
The TREATY OF FORT LARAMIE WITH SIOUX, ETC stipulated that the Arapaho
receive provisions in the form of domestic animals and agriculture tools equal to $50,000
annually, but in the final document they would only receive $10,000 (1851). In the first treaties
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the Arapaho where expected to become farmers like the Europeans which was an effort to
assimilate the indigenous person. The treaties were presented to the indigenous peoples as a sign
of good faith, but, in 1858 gold was discovered in Colorado and by 1861 there where ambitious
military and political entities that forced the Arapaho into a treaty that negated the agreement
that was made ten years earlier (Whitacre, 2001). At the beginning of the gold rush there was an
estimated 30,000 people in the area and census reports show that 25,329 were actually citizens of
the US (Smith, 1961). The influx of people can be seen in the US Census of 1860 that reported a
population increase of 872,892 in the Western territories which includes indigenous people
living among the Europeans (Anderson, & Hill, 1975). The patterns of encroachment disrupted
the food systems of the indigenous population as resource depletion grew exponentially and
thousands of individuals and families staked clams in the area.
Diminishments in the Peoplehood Matrix of the West would appear in each instance
where there land base shrunk. In the TREATY WITH THE ARAPAHO AND CHEYENNE
(1861) the wording changes in which an article specifically displaces that the Arapahoe and
Cheyenne Tribes through the relinquishment and cessation all their rights to land in the US. This
act decreased their land bass and solidified a relationship with Europeans. During this time
period the detriments of FI can be seen as the influx of Europeans disrupted the natural migration
of the buffalo which led to hunger and the young Arapaho and Cheyenne warriors raided the
wagon trains entering their lands (Berthrong, 1976). In the West indigenous food system were
compromised because of the influx of foreigners and their ever growing presence.
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Sand Creek and the True Savage (1864)
In the years leading up to the Sand Creek Massacre the food system of the Arapaho
people was in a period of stagnation because of the limbo that engulfed the indigenous people of
the West. The Sand Creek Massacre occurred as a time when the Civil War was in its late stages
and thousands of Europeans where entering the West on a monthly bases (Clinton, 1999). This is
the point where the food system story of the Arapaho people takes an ominous turn as capitalism
is ushered in. In1862, the Arapaho were still a peaceful people living in the Colorado Territory,
in contrast the US military was raiding indigenous villages in New Mexico and animosity toward
Europeans was spreading into the West (Hoig, 2013). After the government violated the Treaty
of 1861, the Arapaho and Cheyenne elders were forced to agree to another treaty in which they
were placed in tracts of land that excluded their primary hunting grounds, but the warriors did
not agree to these stipulations and continued to raid settlers for food (Scott, 1994). The conflicts
that preceded the Sand Creek Massacre were perpetuated by a hatred for indigenous people. As
more people entered the West the indigenous people were scapegoated as Europeans blamed
them for impositions caused by primitive cultures and the proximity of reservations in relation to
their civilizations (Waller, 2002). These sentiments have longevity because of the way history is
taught in the US from which stereotypical thinking is perpetuated.
When civilizations clash they create perpetual cultural conflict because of ideological and
economic differences, if societies do not learn to tolerate one another conflict will always prevail
over humanity (Huntington, 1993). In order to get a better understanding of the Sand Creek
Massacre one must place himself in this time and place as an indigenous person.
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Figure 11: The Sand Creek Massacre is indicative of the dominate forces that where occurring in the West in which culture
classes where perpetuated by the economic and political ambitions of Europeans (Anderson; 2011; Whitacre, 2001). [Image
from digitalstatearchives.com]
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In the camp all was confusion and noise… [Black Kettle] kept calling out not to be frightened
that the camp was under protection… then suddenly the troops opened fire on this mass of men,
women, and children… White Antelope, when saw the soldiers shooting into the lodges, made
up his mind not live any longer… he crossed his arms singing the death song.
- Burns, The West: Robert Bent, 1996
On November 29th, 1864, the so-called “Bloodless Third” mercilessly attacked the
Southern Arapaho and Southern Cheyenne camp at Sand Creek killing over 150 indigenous
people, mostly woman and children who all lost their lives in the freezing snow (Roberts, 1984).
In this blood bath the indigenous was seen as a villain and the inhumanity can be seen in the
value that the Europeans put on an indigenous life. Black Kettle was a Cheyenne leader who was
a friend of the whites and he thought the attack was a mistake, so he waived the white flag
signifying peace until his wife was shot down right next to him (Kettle, 2001). Robert Bent was
taken at gun point by the commander of the “Bloodless Third” and his quote (above) was taken
from his firsthand accounts of the massacre in which he testified that the soldiers where drunk
and the commander told them to have no sympathy because knits make lice (Burns, September
1996; Kane, 1999). Furthermore, the atrocities that occurred in the after math of the massacre
showed depth of the depravity of the soldiers. In this story three soldiers assassinate an
indigenous child who survived the massacre and began to walk up the creek. Dr. Henrietta Mann
is a Professor Emeritus at Montana State University and she made the following statement
regarding the incident after the Sand Creek Massacre:
My great grandmother was in the band of Black Kettle when they were attacked, there
was one little child that was walking up the creek bed and there was a soldier… using the
little boy as target practice, he took one shot and missed him, a second soldier came along
tried missed and a third said let me kill the little devil, shot, and the boy dropped dead.
- Burns, The West: Dr. Henrietta Mann, 1996
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The literature also captures the story of the little boy and most accounts go on to tell of
body mutilation including a baby being ripped from a woman’s stomach and the collection of
male and female genitalia that got displayed in a parade (Rosinsky, 2005) The Sand Creek
Massacre is indicative of the relationships that developed Europeans in which the massacre of
indigenous people continued to the slaughter to the Wounded Knee Massacre of1890 (Scott,
2003; Sayer, 2000). Scott (2003) also found that the physical evidence matched oral stories in the
historical accounts of the Sand Creek Massacre. In the buffalo hide painting bellow the Sand
Creek Massacre is depicted as seen by the descendent of a survivor of the atrocity.
The Sand Creek Massacre created a ripple effect of sentiment of both praise and disgust
across the country. Senator James R. Doolittle of Wisconsin was called in to investigate the
indigenous people’s conditions and found that they were starving because of large scale
corruption from Indian agents (Chaput, 1972). The Arapaho warriors reacted to the massacre and
sought revenge outside the boundaries of their government appointed reservation. In December
of 1864, a large camp of Arapaho, Cheyenne, and Sioux congregated and discussed the situation
in the West in which it was decided that resistance was the best option at that point in time, this
led to Red Cloud’s War (Allen, Cloud, & Deon, 1997). In 1865, the peace seeking Indians of the
Arapaho and Cheyenne chose to enter into another agreement with the Europeans and this
agreement would further entrench the indigenous person in the military industrial complex that
was being built.
The TREATY WITH THE CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO (1865) stipulated that
Indian law breakers would be subject to the judicial processes and punishments the US
Government. The treaty also supports the infrastructure created by Europeans as it further places
them in a position of authority. This treaty also greatly lacks in any language that assures that
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Arapaho and Cheyenne food sustenance will be adequately provided to them, it tentatively
outlines reparations in the form of provisions that include animals and food (Treaty with the
Cheyenne and Arapaho, 1865). By 1865, the Arapaho where fully embroiled in a whirlwind of
events that would shape the lives of their dependents and greatly reduce the sovereign conditions
they create in the area. Gauging their situation through the Peoplehood Matrix their losses have
occurred as they become more restricted through the actions of the government. Specifically the
Arapaho lost access to their sacred places and traditional hunting grounds because they are
confined to reservations.
The Slaughtering Buffalo and the Peoplehood Matrix (1865-1870)
The functionality of the Northern Arapaho food system was abruptly disrupted by the
encroachments of miners and settlers who built small and large cities where resources existed.
During the next era the food systems will be greatly disrupted as the buffalo are slaughtered and
the capitalism is brought in on steel rail road which creates a vein that transports FI directly into
the heart of Indian Country. From 1865-1903 the War Department, under the guidance of
General Sheridan and General Sherman, implemented a strategic plan for exterminating the
American Indian, and one of the main objective was to eliminate the buffalo as a food system
because it was the best way to subjugate the population at that point in time (Smits, 1994). This
act would be far reaching in terms of food production and the detriments of living as a food
insecure people living under genocidal conditions. The slaughter of the buffalo would serve as
the backdrop and approximate cause to everything that was going to occur over the next ten
years for the Arapaho as encroachment of Europeans increases exponentially.
The nature of the relationships between the Europeans and the indigenous people in the
West created an environment where treaty discourse was used as a distraction from what was
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actually occurring. Indigenous people entered into the treaties as a means of rectifying the
situation, but a true beneficence never materialized. As the treaty era progressed the Arapaho
food system was phased-out and their persona as savages was polarized. In 1867 the Arapaho
and entered into another treaty that continued perpetuated the strategic plan devised by the War
Department. The TREATY WITH THE CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO, 1867 changes the
language again stating that “If bad men among the Indians” in Article 1 in which the clause
pertaining to “bad men among whites” has been left out.

Figure 12: The treaty era from 1851-1867 deduced Arapaho to land to a small section in Eastern Colorado in which subsistence
and sovereignty were strained as they as restricted from their original hunting and gathering boundaries. [Federally-recognized
Cheyenne and Arapaho lands from 1851-1861, National Park Service map in Sand Creek Massacre NHS brochure]

The inequalities of the treaty making process have been swift and permanent as the
policies of the US Government’s Homestead Act of 1862 and other laws that shape indigenous
peoples lives (Shanks, 2005; White, 1962). The indigenous people of the West could not
reconcile what was occurring in the tracts of land that where being over-run by Europeans. One
of the most perpetually devastating sentiments spawned from this era is the deep seeded hatred
for the indigenous people. Their traditional food systems were altered because the ecosystem was
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railroaded by FI in the form of a passion for greed in which human lives become barriers to
progress. By the end of the Civil War negative sentiments where more common place as Indians
became more of a problem in the eyes of European intruders, Bvt. Maj. Gen. John Pope made the
following statement (Olson, 1965) concerning the statuses of the Indigenous populations in the
West:
“The Indian, in truth, has no longer a country. His lands are everywhere pervaded by
white men; his means of subsistence destroyed and the homes of his tribe violently taken
from him, himself and his family reduced to starvation.”
-Olsen, Red Cloud and the Sioux Problem, 1965
By this point in time the Arapaho are not only fighting for the subsistence; they are also
fighting the proliferation of animosities that profile them as a people who are less than human. In
the literature review section of this manuscript there is a depiction (See Figure 6) of Manifest
Destiny in which indigenous people are seen fleeing FI and entering the abyss. In reality the
indigenous people of the Great Plains resisted the encroachments and policies of the Europeans
as they battled them on all fronts in their efforts to save their livelihoods and lands. The conflict
stopped the large scale food production of the Arapaho and other nomadic people as they were
forced into situations from which they had no alternative, but to retaliate against the Europeans
in order to achieve sustenance. In his rhetoric General Pope concluded his statement by
describing how he viewed the current situation:
“The Indians, driven to desperation and threatened with starvation, have
everywhere commenced hostilities against whites, and are carrying with them on
the fury and courage unknown to their history”
-Olsen, Red Cloud and the Sioux Problem, 1965
The Arapaho were part of the indigenous groups who made a last stand against the
Europeans in the West and their food systems would never be the same again. From 1866-1868
the Northern Arapaho joined the Sioux, and Northern Cheyenne in Red Cloud’s War and what
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would be a time when they defeated the US Military on many fronts (Allen, Cloud, & Deon,
1997). One of the best examples of the indigenous people integrity can be seen the story of
Captain Fetterman and his arrogance in underestimating the indigenous peoples capabilities. In
his plight he boasted of being able to run through the great Sioux Nation with his 80 plus men,
but the indigenous warriors proved him wrong as three warriors from each tribe were selected to
decoy the US Soldiers and Fetterman gave chase perusing the warriors over a ridge and right into
a massacre (Hyde, 1937). In the after math the US was investigating the scene and all that
transpired when they discovered what the warriors did to a US war trumpeter. The bodies of all
the soldiers were desecrated except for the body of a bugler who fought the warriors with his
bugle, the warriors respected this act of bravery and they dressed his body with a buffalo robe
and did not mutilate it (Burns, 1996). The integrity of the indigenous person can be heard in all
the stories that recount their lives as warriors and people of the Earth.
Little Raven was a Southern Arapaho peace chief who only wanted indigenous people to
be treated fairly, he was also a great orator who spoke on behalf of many of the Plains tribes
(Brill, 1938). During one of his speeches he spoke his people’s plight and the way he perceived
the factors that perpetuated war, this quote is an ethnographer’s recollection of that speech:
Little Raven, chief of the Arapahoes, was there. His speech…on the question of damages,
back annuities and the cause of the war (Red Cloud’s)…His reference to the Chivington
massacre and the ill treatment Indians had received at the hands of white men of the
frontier, who, he alleged, had been constantly infringing upon their reservation rights in
the past, were scathing, and his plea for protection and better treatment in the future was
the most touching.
-Brill, Custer, Black Kettle, and the Fight on the Washita, 1938

The Northern and Southern Arapaho would never be politically affiliated again as the
southern band was placed in Indian Territory [Oklahoma] and the Northern band stayed in the
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north evading whites. The Northern Arapaho food system was losing more elements that
contribute to the sovereignty of their food system as the Peoplehood Matrix was being
systematically dismantled in respect to land. By this point in time most of the indigenous people
are in dire need of food and tribes like the Northern Arapaho, Northern Cheyenne, Sioux, Crow,
Assiniboine, Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikaras all venture to Fort Laramie where they are given
bulk rations of sugar, hard bread, and flour (Murray, 1977). The food systems of the Plains
Indians were being phased-out at this point in time and many of their populations disbanded
because of the scarcity of resources and the conflicts occurring in the area. Elders would
generally stay with camps that were cooperating with the government, while the younger
generations stayed away and resisted.

The TREATY WITH THE NORTHERN CHEYENNE AND NORTHERN ARAPAHO
(1868) documents the divisions of the Northern and Southern Bands of the Arapaho people. It
also leaves the Northern Arapaho people without a homeland in the country where these official
papers have been ratified in which indigenous are the only individuals can be punished as bad
men (Treaty with the Northern Cheyenne and Northern Arapaho, 1868). At this point in time the
Arapaho were physically healthier as a people because they had lived on the bison and other
natural edibles for a considerable amount of time. A young Arapaho who was approximately
twenty four years of age when the Treaty of Fort Laramie was signed was in such good health
that he ran to Oklahoma regularly to visit his relatives, and he also states that he has lived the
traditional life and remembers a time when tribalism dictated the life of Arapaho (Anderson,
2003). The sovereignty of the Northern Arapaho food system was all but dismantled by the end
of the treaty making process as the government of the Europeans was phased-in.
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In summary, the food system of the Arapaho people was altered through FI as Europeans
made their way West and sparked a series of events that led up to the Sand Creek Massacre.
After the massacre their food system weariness loomed in the backdrop while the indigenous
nations in the West resisted all encroachment and successfully deterred them in battle, only to be
subjugated in the end. The buffalo served as the main staple for the indigenous people in the
West which allowed their progression in the century and a half preceding FI. As a result of FI
their subsistence’s were compromised as its destruction was targeted by government officials. As
the indigenous people felt the strains of encroachment and starvation they reacted by protecting
their homelands and populations. The Arapaho participated in the conflict because of the
relentless rounds of land loss and food system disruptions that was culminated for 17 years after
the signing of the first agreement they entered into with Europeans. They signed five treaties in
total with Europeans and where left with nothing by the end of this era in terms of food
sovereignty and the element of land in respect to Peoplehood Matrix. After this era they are left
them without a land and without access to country ultimately stripping them of all two vital
element of the Peoplehood Matrix leaving language and ceremonial cycles.
Genocide and Indian Extermination (1870-1890)
Look at me see if I am poor, or my people either, the whites might get me at last, but I
will have good time until then, you are fools to make yourselves [Indians] slaves to a
piece of fat bacon, some hard tack, and little sugar and coffee…I will remain what I am
until I die, a hunter, and when there are no buffalo, or other game I will send my children
to hunt and live on prairie mice, for where an Indian is shut up in one place, his body
becomes weak.
-Burns, The West: Sitting Bull, 1996
The Fort Laramie Treaty of 1868 marked the beginning of the end for all participants as
they signed away their last tract of land and the rail road was finished the next year. The
sovereignty of the indigenous populations succumbed to the forces of the Europeans capitalistic
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economic model which uses the land and resources as a means of creating an economy. In the
US the Transcontinental Rail Road was a once in a lifetime capitalistic venture as its only
regulation was vested in its completion. Property rights can be directly correlated to wealth as it
perpetuates who controls the distribution of resources and who receives the social benefits, and
consequently who will bear the costs of all the actions of the owners (Anderson, & Hill, 1975).
The traditional food system stories of this era in the Great Plain’s culminate in the biggest
historical conflict between Indians and the US Calvary, in which the savage persona is solidified.
By 1870, the Northern Arapaho and the Northern Cheyenne people have very similar
histories as their experiences can be correlated to FI in respect to what has been lost. They
parallel one another in terms of language (Algonquin), traditions, culture, proximity, and their
factionalized statuses that resulted from FI in the Plains (Scott, 1907). This relationship validates
the effects of FI on an indigenous population in the West and it informs the documentation of the
Arapaho food system story. The Arapaho, Cheyenne, and the Lakota’s all have a sacred sites and
connection to the land in the West, and as Europeans encroached these areas the indigenous
people reacted, especially when they reached the Bad Lands of South Dakota, because the
government promised not to enter this holy place (Sundstrom, 1996). The indigenous brethren of
the Great Palins all had a stake in the battle that was about to occur because of their passion for a
reckoning.
The Cheyenne signed the Treaty of Fort Laramie in May of 1868 which was subsequently
ratified in August, in November of that same year General George Armstrong Custer attacked
the Cheyenne Chief Black Kettles camp killing over 50 Cheyenne and destroying every means in
which they could achieve subsistence (Fairbanks, 1973). In 1870 the census report show the
population in the western territories to be approximately 1.5 million including indigenous people
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and the Indians that where living among the Europeans (Anderson, & Hill, 1975). The
government was forcing all indigenous people onto reservations, although some of the
indigenous people wanted to fight to retain their traditional systems. Sitting Bull is one of the
most famous indigenous people that fought with the foreigners on this front in which he made
the above statement in the prologue of this section.
The Northern Arapaho also shared the same fate as they were attacked in which their
sustenance was compromised by an attack that was caused by FI. The authors Dorsey & Kroeber
(1998) indicate that U.S. soldiers and Shoshone warriors attacked Chief Black Coal’s hunting
camp in 1874 which obliterated the tribe’s food stores and sustainability at that time forcing
Northern Arapaho to secure provisions at various government agencies. The Shoshone Tribe lost
their crops to grasshoppers and hunting was getting harder in their reservation along the Wind
River, as a result they needed the money and they wanted to address the Arapaho threat existed
in close proximity to their camps (Stamm, 1999). This occurred in what is present day Hot
Springs County, in Wyoming.
The environments of the Plains Indians are changing rapidly as the indigenous people
who resist confinement to the American Indian Reservation are being hunted down. Indigenous
people of the Northern Plains are scattered in Bands and in Oklahoma the southern bands of
Arapaho and Cheyenne are also resisting FI because of the injustices that have already occurred
there (Danziger Jr, 1977). From 1874 to 1875 the Northern Arapaho bands where placed at the
Red Could Agency and lived off the provisions at the camp as they advocated for a reservation
of their own in the area (Stamm, 1999). But this would never materialize because the US Calvary
would soon be trespassing in the Bad Lands of South Dakota.
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In late June, 1876 some of the Northern Arapaho, Northern Cheyenne, and Lakota people
were camped in area the indigenous people called the Greasy Grass as the injustices of the last
25 years had led them to this scenario (Lazarus, 1999). At this point in time the Northern
Arapaho are divided from their original bands and they have the potential to secure their own
reservation, but the young warriors and some of the old chiefs still resist what is occurring in
their country. Food insecurity is an everyday reality for the Arapaho people and their world has
been altered through the waves of change that dramatically affect their resolve in the final stages
of the Indian Wars of the Plain’s. The indigenous Plains Indian developed brilliant horsemen
skills as they became more lethal warriors with aid or firearms and they developed military
tactics in response to the countless conflicts over the years (Secoy, 1992). The indigenous people
of the Plains entered Battle of Little Big Horn with a deep seeded hatred for Europeans.
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Figure 13: By 1887 there were 40 foreign invaders for every indigenous person that lived out west and from 1877-1878 over 4.5
million would make the journey to the west coast with half of them staking claim in the Great Plains area (Burns, 1996). [Graph
of various population increases in the West]

The disruption of the Arapaho food system coincides with all the events that put them in
a very uncompromising position in terms of the stressors that accompany the survival of a people
under genocidal conditions. The US Government sent troops into the Black Hills in search of
gold and the Sioux resisted and the US Government seized the opportunity to encroach the their
sacred lands, war ensued and the fighting incited the Battle of Little Big Horn in Montana
(Greene, 2008). After this battle all indigenous people were hunted down and forced to live on
reservations and the war societies were decimated in some tribes like the Cheyenne (Butler,
2007). In many ways this battle marked the end of the warrior societies that protected some
indigenous populations in the West and their destruction represents the loss of security.
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By all measures the Northern Arapaho people were part of the bigger picture in the West
and their food system loss represents a food insecurity that has been coupled by the disparity
when a group of indigenous people faced prolonged periods of starvation (Gundersen, 2008;
Barrett, 2010). During this period the buffalo herd population in the US was reduced to 750
animals from the original 6 million that were estimated to be in Indian Country at the turn of the
18th Century. In the Hidatsa oral tradition the slaughter of the buffalo was captured in a story of
First Creator and Only Man:
We Hidatsa believe that only man and first creator split up the job of creation, they made
the river the plains and the badlands, to populate them the first creator made the buffalo,
but only man created a Whiteman, and the spotted cow the Whiteman raised, when first
creator saw what only man had done, he said, you are foolish to make these things, the
white man are a queer kind of men, and they will always be greedy, that is so said only
man, and so he opened a hole in the earth and sent all the spotted cows down
underground, but when the buffalo are all gone he said, the spotted cows will come again
and cover this earth as the buffalos did.
-Brave, LONE MAN AND FIRST CREATOR MAKE THE WORLD, 1990, p. 28
The US Federal Government systematically destroyed every aspect of Plains Indian selfsustainability in order to keep them from gaining any kind of stability or progress. The War
Department and the general public knew the importance of the buffalo as a food system for the
indigenous population and supported the slaughter of the animal for that very reason (Smits,
1994). At this point in time the Northern Arapaho have lost Place and Territory from the
Peoplehood Matrix as their land was swindled from them through the treaties and the subjugation
that resulted from their involvement in the Indian Wars. We can never truly know what the
indigenous person felt at this point in time, Crazy Horse [Oglala Warrior] was killed when the
government tried to imprison him, the Northern Cheyenne escaped from their confinement in
Indian Territory [Oklahoma] and when the US Military caught up with them in Montana they
demanded to be killed on the spot, rather than return after seeing the deplorable conditions in
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which the Southern Cheyenne’s lived. In the Wind River Indian Reservation the Northern
Arapaho had to restart life among their historical enemies and indiscriminately killing one
another. At this point in time all indigenous people were considered subjects of the government
and the Indian Wars closed a chapter for them and their food system story.
Turn of the 19th Century
The beginning of the 19th century changed the demographics of landscape when Northern
Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone contended with their experiences with the Allotment Act. In
1904 the city of Riverton was created in the middle of the Wind River Indian Reservation. From
1900-1910 the population of Fremont County (Wind River area) jumped dramatically from 5,357
residents to 11,822 residents (US Census), and this increase stands as the single largest
population increase for the community. During the beginning of this era Northern Arapaho
people also suffered poverty and prejudices in their reservation imprisonments and they were
totally excluded from the culture that now dominated the landscape (Antell, Blevins, Jensen,
Massey, 1997). In the book One Hundred of Old Man Sage (Anderson, 2003), Sherman Sage’s
life as a Northern Arapaho spanned from 1878-1920, and in his observation of the early
reservation life he recounts that his people suffered from “Epidemics, meager rations, poverty,
poor housing and, permanent settlement kept the death rate higher than the birth rate”(p.60). The
beginnings of their new lives starred under dire circumstances, but their resilience has always
prevailed.
The food system of the Northern Arapaho people always included a hunting aspect in the
harvesting of food and when combined with gathering techniques like picking berries it was a
very effective way of gaining nutrition and keeping tradition. In reservation environments the
influences of Europeans would be bordered by reservation boundaries as most proprietors would
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not do business with Indians. Dietary change occurred at a time when the food system story
becomes part of a day-to-day reality for the Indians living in reservations, and the timely
distribution of rations puts the food system on a linear pattern. The effects of dietary change
were not just about what was being consumed it was also inclusive of the changes in lifestyles
and traditions in the food system. This was evident in the statement made by an Arapaho story
teller when she told of the perils of a linear lifestyle that retracts self-sustainability and health, as
she tracked the problems [PQ-2]:
I think the problems go back to early Reservation days, they couldn’t hunt, fish, and they
couldn’t grow vegetable gardens. We were a starving people and there were a lot of
malnutrition and health problems, and that’s where it started, when we got off of the
buffalo and the healthier foods.
The Northern Arapaho tribal leaders that led the people into this era joined in early
reservation gardening efforts to make their reservations become sustainable places where tribal
members could pick up the pieces and carry on life, as a people. Chiefs Blackcoal, Chief
Sharpnose, and Chief Yellow Calf all planted gardens in the Wind River as they began their
existence with the Eastern Shoshone people. Northern Arapaho leaders would make some very
good decision for their people as decided not to sell the Wind River Mountains when it was
offered. Geography the Wind River flows through a mountainous area in central Wyoming that
indigenous people called Warm Valley as it sits in a basin. In the early era of the reservation life
the promotion of gardening pointed tribal members in a self-sustainable direction, but the people
of this time and location all had to live sustainable lives on some level.
The Eastern Shoshone people assimilated at quicker paces because they had established
relationships Europeans long before the Northern Arapaho arrived. The Northern Arapaho
became associated with the religious groups and government backed programs that aimed to get
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the American involved in agriculture. Assimilation in the Wind River community has occurred
for approximately 125 years which contributes, in part, to the increases in caloric intake from a
foreign food system. As the influences of Europeans increases Indians are still not seen as
citizens in their own country. Their exclusion from main stream society served as a barrier to
capitalism and it offered the Northern Arapaho people an opportunity to retain their selfsustainability. There have been a variety of individuals that have lived with and observed the
Northern Arapaho in the Wind River community. Their lenses offer a unique objective glimpses
into their true history which can be seen in an interview with a Caucasian woman who had the
following perspective of early Northern Arapaho life at the turn of the century. [PQ-3]:
I know they used to have what they called boss farmers, after the people came to the
reservation they didn’t know how to farm and they had two sources of knowledge for
farming and one was at the St. Stephens Mission and they came in right about the time
the Arapahos in the late 1870’s and they started gardening, and they would employ
people.
During early reservation life the Ghost Dance was also observed in the Wind
River as the ritual made its ways through the country. Chief Sharpnose was said to be one
of the tribal members that participated. The dance restored hope in to indigenous people
who felt this dance was a way to heal and restore ancestral connections because of what
had been lost in the turmoil of the last fifty years. On June 15th, 1924 all the indigenous
people of the US became citizens of the country and in that same year the first Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade was held on November 27th in the city of New York.
Christianity had a profound effect on both tribes as the Mormons entered the area with
the intent of establishing a school, but the Episcopal Church prevailed and entered the area in
1863, with the Catholic faith establishing clergies 17 years later (Stamm, 1999). For the tribal
member of the Wind River Indian Reservation the three sects that built boarding schools in all
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the communities where Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone people lived. Boarding schools
propelled American Indians into an acculturating abyss, regardless of where and when they were
built. One of the biggest factors that diminished the language and generational knowledge of the
indigenous people of America were the Indian Boarding Schools. Many Americans are aware of
the effects of boarding schools on Indian children, yet not much is known of the boarding school
in Wyoming, or how they affected the traditional social structure of the Northern Arapaho and
Eastern Shoshone people.
The American Indian boarding schools were mandatory for Indian children and the
physical, emotional, and sexual abuse can be traced to current dysfunctional conditions in tribal
communities (Denham, 2008). St. Stephens Indian Mission has an extensive history in the
community for many of the Northern Arapaho people during its commission that began over 100
years ago. Tribal members are not likely to talk about their experiences in boarding schools
because they feel shame and guilt, for others victims it has been documented that the boarding
schools made them afraid to speak their language or practice their traditions (Colmant, Schultz,
Robbins, Ciali, Dorton, & Rivera-Colmant, 2004). Early reservation life was very difficult
because of food security issues in the transitions to an agriculture society based on individualism.
Agriculture was part of the indigenous peoples past, but making this transition under the auspices
of assimilation made the situation more difficult because it involved the phasing-out of
traditional lifestyles. The Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone were forced to adapt to their
situation and during their assimilations intermarriages occurred. This was evident in an interview
with a Shoshone elder whose experiences show that the enemy tribes did get along on the
individual level in early reservation life, and his perception of the effects of assimilation and the
boarding schools shows how devastating this was to early reservation children. [PQ-4]:
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My dad was a Shoshone and my mom was an Arapaho at that time people were closer,
every Sunday people would come and visit, and speak the language and we would listen
to it and say ‘you know you I want to learn that but we never were taught the languages
because of it being engrained in their minds that it’s not the way to go…To have that go
through your whole spirit and essence, there was even an effort to change people’s
names, it’s all the different levels that discouraged them from exercising culture so this
is engrained in my father and mom’s generation and what they tell us is that’s not the
future.
American Indian tribes all experienced assimilation in 20th century and the
generational decline in tradition and culture including tribal members in the Wind River
community. In the generations of the Arapaho people who lived in the Wind River there
was an era when the language was phased-out, and like many other tribes this occurred
during their boarding school eras. Today many tribal members have grandparents and
great-grandparents were fluent in their native language. They are also the descendants of
early reservation tribal members that lived in households that were dependent on a home
garden. The effects of the St. Stephens mission were both good and bad because it
created a sustainable community in that area of the reservation, but it also represents a
very dark part of American Indian policies that were prolonged genocidal tactics. St.
Stephens is still in operation today and the Northern Arapaho still attend church there, but
its legacy is still haunts the community. As time progressed the Northern Arapaho early
grassroots efforts worked in respect to the self-sustainable properties it added to the
history of their food system story. The government provided tribal members with an
opportunity to learn new forms of agriculture, albeit under the directives of the
oppressors, but it gave the Arapaho a foothold in the community in terms of creating a
self-sustainable community. This was reiterated in an enquiry that one participant made
with a Northern Arapaho tribal elder who explained what St. Stephens Mission provided
to the community in terms of food. [PQ-5]:
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I’ve been talking one of the elders around who was born in 1924 and the thing he kept
saying that he had gone to school at St. Stephens when he was real young and that in
1930 it was a self-sustaining community. They had their own beef. They had their own
chickens; they did all their own processing. They grew huge gardens and that supported
everybody.
Early life on the reservation was also very hard and unless you were part of a bigger
organization like St. Stephens, or unless, you were part of a family that had a large scale form or
ranch, you may have been subjected to the poverty. Farming and ranching was provided the
community with an economy for tribal members that could afford to participate. Arapaho,
Wyoming is a small town where the confluence of the Little Wind River and the Rail Road
created a market place were tribal members could meet and store food. It was also a place where
tribalism was still a vital aspect of life in the community and food was the common theme in
everyday life of both tribes. A Shoshone elder was interviewed and his experiences tell of a time
when a Shoshone family could prosper and run large scale farms and ranches. [PQ-6]:
We would raise cattle and in the fall we would take the calves in for sale at Arapaho at
the train and we would walk them because we didn’t want them to lose weight. They
would put them on the train and the people that were selling could ride in the caboose
and take the cattle to either Omaha, Nebraska or Sioux City, Iowa. When I look back, I
see where people were a lot closer, family members especially when we harvested our,
our grain or our fields in the fall. People would help each other and we would cook a big
meal for the workers and people were happy.
In contrast, the Northern Arapaho have encountered factionalism in which some tribal
members gained access to resources because of the clans and bands that were still very fluent,
and much of this separatism continued throughout the last century (Anderson, 2011). In general
all Americans were having a tough time in early reservation life because of the impositions
placed on their societies and by the time the depression occurred people were already doing what
they needed to do to survive, because of the ripple effect created in the US. In an interview with
a former Northern Arapaho Business Councilmen he remembered when his grandmother used to
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tell him of a time when less fortunate of the Northern Arapaho suffered because of a lack of
resources. [PQ-7]:
She (grandmother) talked about the Depression, she talked about the old ones suffering,
starvation. Said the old people would pray that the Federal government would open the
safes in Washington, DC so they could get their money so they could be able to eat
because they were starving here on the Reservation.
During this time period the most devastating loss to the Peoplehood Matrix
occurred as the element of language diminished and the amount of speakers continued to
dwindle. Assimilation was a process that effected the reservation on many levels as they
retained self-sustainability, but they also start to adopt individualistic attitudes and beliefs
because of the acculturation they have experienced.
World War II
In1939 the powerful nations of the world were in conflict and in the US the war effort
was backed by patronage propaganda that unified the country because of what occurred in Pearl
Harbor. The genocidal atrocities that occurred in Germany mirror the genocidal conditions that
were created in America as human beings were devalued and seen as barriers to the success of
certain groups. By the end of World War II the US would be the only real victors as
industrialized boomed in the country. The war mostly occurred away from North American soil
as the country did not get invaded or bombed and escaped the destruction that was seen on the
war front. The war effort also gave the US Government a glimpse of the health of the nations
because many of the enlisted men did not meet the physical requirements for soldering and the
president signed in a nutritional program in the public schools. Through their war effort the
ideological stances seem in American patriotism in which the US citizens visualize themselves
as protagonist is further perpetuated because of the unification of attitudes.
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The war effort and patriotism actually gave the American Indian an opportunity to revitalize the essence of the societies that helped them survive during the dark years. Ironically the
indigenous people were portrayed as such savages in the publications that got distributed
worldwide the German soldiers were very frightened of them. The American Indian Soldier
fought bravely in World War II and their contributions were recognized by the military
institutions. Returning soldiers were greeted with fanfare and they used this platform to leaders
in their tribes. The social structure of the Northern Arapaho Tribe also changed dramatically as
younger leaders emerged out of the war effort altering the infrastructure of the tribe and the
veterans auxiliaries became a social institutions (Franco, 1996). American Indians received
recognition for entering and fighting bravely, although their post-war statuses may have
undermined the authority of elders. One of the common themes in this study was that a majority
of interviewees indicated that at the end of the World War II the whole landscape changed in the
reservation. Life became more fast paced as tribal members gained mobility and began to travel
freely again. One interviewee stated that she interviewed a Northern Arapaho elder some time
ago and he indicated how the backdrop and the reservation experienced this era. [PQ-8]:
When did these major changes occur?’…‘after the war’ because people were different
after the war all across the country, things were booming in the country, it took longer to
catch in Wyoming, but people were traveling more, they had more access to all kinds of
goods, not just food, it really changed.
In early reservation life the food systems of the Northern Arapaho people reflected the
dismal conditions in which the people were expected to become accustomed, but the war effort
worked in favor of tribal members. In the US the waves of social change would be rippling
through the landscape as the economy got another boost from the American led industrial
market. One of the benefits that resulted from the conflict was the self-sustainable food
initiatives that were implemented by the US from which American Indians could participate and
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perpetuate agriculture practices. Victory Gardens became part of the propaganda that unified the
country before and after the war which perpetuates a further embedding and solidifying of
American patriotism. Garden programs have been around since the 1890, after World War II the
promotion was for families to create home gardens for food, the labor for exercise and
recreation, and most importantly for lifting morale (Lawson, 2005). Victory Gardens were
implemented at a time when all populations in the US were using self-sustainability to fulfill the
work and family ethic and the assimilated indigenous person was better poised for an immersion
into the dominant culture. From 1900-1940 the American Indian population increased by
108,056 tribal members and in 1940 growth rate was 10.9 percent in spite of substandard living
conditions and inadequate health care; this was attributable to the survival skills they acquired in
their respective reservations (Bernstein, 1999). The American Indian transcended the onslaught
of assimilation by re-establishing a new citizenry and reinvigorating the warrior spirit under the
new rule, but most importantly as they retained self-sustainability and elements of the
Peoplehood Matrix in respect to their reservations, religious freedoms, unrestricted mobility, and
language.
The Northern Arapaho people transcended from assimilation by retaining tribalism and
adapting to their situation through extensions of culture and tradition. Tribalism and patriotism
are fundamentally synonymous in terms of unity and solidarity where the needs of all the people
are taken into consideration. The food system of the Northern Arapaho people has always been a
vital part of a bigger system in which food insecurities could be prevented at the community
level. The Northern Arapaho were forced to adapt in their new situations, but they still
capitalized on all the strengths that they retained as a people. Food is the gift of life and Arapaho
people incorporate this ideology into every aspect of their society and being. In an interview
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with a Northern Arapaho tribal elder he recalled in the early 1950’s when community and
tribalism were very important in providing nourishment to all people in the community [PQ-9]:
We used to have a community Christmas tree that was put up by a Christmas Committee
who would raise money to have feasts. They would buy gifts for the elders and the kids
that weren’t enrolled. That was at Ethete, and they’d get meat from Rockville Ranch.
They’d bring a cow a week before shoot it and butcher it with chain saws. Then they’d
throw it in wax boxes and take it out in a cold shack until the Christmas and New Year’s
feasts. Everybody took part and people would go eat then dance…I remember they would
give them extra meat and filled their soup buckets to take home. They were taken care of
pretty good, the elders and the young kids.
Northern Arapaho Food Systems Intersect with Capitalism
By 1951 the food system of the Northern Arapaho people had experienced 100 years of
changes and alterations in the West as FI transitioned into the policy governed American Indian
Reservations that exist today. After the era of adaptation in early reservation home gardening,
language was still prevalent, but things changed very fast as a result of industrialism and
capitalism. By 1951, corner grocery stores were being phased in as farmers where being phased
out and Victory Gardens became historic in their own right. One hundred years after the signing
of the Fort Laramie 1851, the primary food system was still one of tradition and culture as
Northern Arapahos practiced gathering techniques and hunted the game available on their lands.
The majority of interviewees for this study recalled a time when their food system was different
and did not contain many of the processed foods we see in the community today. The nutritional
aspect was still that found in a traditional diet in which one tribal member reiterated this theme
about a family’s food system during the 1950-1960’s in the Wind River community [PQ-10]:
When I was young, we still survived on a lot of wild game - deer, elk, elk meat,
and we’d even eat rabbits and pheasant.
The health risks introduced to the indigenous population in the US have been in
the onslaughts that have led to dietary change and the nutritional value of a traditional
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diet (Mailer, & Hale, n.d.). In order to supplement their dwindling reliance of the selfsustainability of the community and more on the economic realities of their day-to-day
lives government subsidies came into play. The most devastating aspects of FI on the
food system of the Northern Arapaho people have been in the abrupt changes they
endured over short periods of time. Arapaho tribal members were given sugar, flour, and
lard in the rations that the government provided and they created fried bread to
supplement the other food system. Government supplemented food added a very
unhealthy aspect to the diets of the Arapaho tribal member as seen in one tribal member’s
response to the implementation of government commodities [PQ-11]:
In terms of commodities when they first came out, they were very high fat content, sugar
content and the families share as a communal type thing. When I was younger, people
would call fried bread traditional food but it isn’t really a traditional food. It has kind of
evolved into traditional food for us, and anytime you have a gathering, you always have
fried bread. And when my Grandma was a younger child, fried bread was already here
but she would cook was what they call milk gravy, and, flat bread, or skillet bread, the
skillet bread is a lot healthier because it isn’t fried in grease. The reason why the milk
gravy because it’s all they had to eat because of the tough economic times on the
reservation.
Assimilation transitioned into acculturation and colonization turned into participation as
Northern Arapaho tribal members vied for the piece of the proverbial pie in the US. Oppressed
minority populations reacted to inequalities through the Civil Right Movement, the Women’s
Movement, and the American Indian Movement. These movements succeeded in getting laws
past that protect minorities against discrimination that is based on their race, color, or creed. In
totality the revolutions of this era did little for the Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone
people, in fact they helped to usher in the era of capitalism and extremely unhealthy food system.
Fowler (2002) shows how the Indian Reorganization Act and the Self-Determination Act of 1975
solidified the end of tribalism when positions of authority where placed in the business council.
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Furthermore Anderson (1994) argues that the Northern Arapaho people have begun to
redistribute money and resources in a bureaucratic manner instead of the traditional form, and
diminishments in age hierarchies continued to have negative effects on tradition. Because of
these policies Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone governments and programs increased in
size and funding. With more people working it generated an economy which increases the
influences and activity in the area. During this period their inclusion in the political economy
perpetuates the increases in unhealthy caloric intake and this trend proceeds through the next
decade. With more tribal members working consumption of cheap processed food was a part of
the system as a whole. This was evident in the excerpt pulled from an interview with a 65 year
old Arapaho tribal member, and mother of three, who recollected that [PQ-12]:
In the ‘80’s, you know here comes the pizza, some sodas, fast food so when I was working
and never had time, that’s what my kids would get, they were kind of a little bit hefty in
them days.

Poor health trends and acculturation continued through the 20th century and beyond as the
Wind River community has grown exponentially and the cities in and around the reservation
have been the biggest beneficiaries of a casino driven tourist economy. The population of
foreigners has increased substantially since the turn of the century while the Northern Arapaho
and Eastern Shoshone have yet to triple theirs in the same time frame. Over the last twenty years
the tribes have successfully fought lawsuits that included the federal government. Today both
tribes own and operate casinos in the Wind River Indian Reservation as a result of previous
litigations. The foreigners now have the most prosperous county in the state and in all stems for
an economy that has been mostly supported by the tourism created by the casinos. The
community is home to fourteen fast food establishments and eight retail super markets and tribal
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members live in the rural portions of the reservation and not primarily in the cities that are
predominantly populated with foreigners.
The food system of the Northern Arapaho now reflects the colonization, assimilation, and
acculturation elements that engulf their societies and continue to immerse them in a European
paradigm. Culture and tradition have also adapted, but the essential meaning behind the
knowledge is still generated. Tribal members partake in a food system that is part of the bigger
economic picture in which no benefits make it back to the reservation community. Northern
Arapaho traditional food system story dates back to pre-recorded history and my findings reveal
that the most devastating outcomes of colonization have occurred in the last 150 years of their
existences. My research has shown that major food system shifts occurred in the eras of the
buffalo slaughter and World War II.
My narrative inquiry has shown that during the 1980’s the Wind River community seen
an increase in fast foods and a trend that has led to the health disparities that coincides with
acculturation. The children and the elders represent the beginning and end of life for Arapaho
people and their well-being is crucial for the success of generation in between. The trend of poor
health related to food system alteration is now at another pinnacle as was expressed in an
interview with a Northern Arapaho tribal social worker [PQ-13]:
I work with a lot of kids and some of them have diabetes. And it’s just really hard for
them because they just want to be kids and they have to monitor their blood and what
they eat and they just seem so tired of having to do that every day.
Future Perspectives from the Here and Now (2015-2021)
Right now, the insecure state of the food system in the Wind River Indian Reservation is
a direct reflection of the historical facts that surround the Northern Arapaho and Eastern
Shoshone people’s experiences over the last 150 years. In response to health disparities tribal
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members have made the connection between the sustainable efforts in the Wind River to the
bigger picture in the US and on a global scale. The Food Dignity project will soon come to an
end, but their work has been invaluable in respect to the longevity of the food initiatives that are
more securely in place because of the networks created. As mentioned in the methods section the
work will carry on as BMA and the Growing Resilience Project will began to implement a new
project. One affluent Eastern Shoshone tribal spoke to the Food Dignity project and his desire for
its continuance because of his perspective on the benefits for tribal members will see from the
efforts [PQ-14]:
No I’d just like to see you know like programs like you’re involved in to be increased and
get more resources to reach more people because I think that we need to go back to
living off the land, being outside, appreciating the outdoors, and seeing things grow and
getting the satisfaction of nurturing plants…you know it’s a great feeling to be outside, to
be a part of that.
They are also very connected to the customs, traditions, and cultural attributes that have
remained in the social relations in the community. Food has always been central in the culture
and tradition of the Northern Arapaho as their rituals pay heed to the life giving properties that
provide sustenance. For many tribes of the Great Plains tribal members enter the Sundance and
abstain from the consumption of food and water which are the basic needs for human survival.
The buffalo head is still place in the front of many sacred lodges and the animal is still associated
with many cultures. As part of the Ghost dance ritual the participant hoped for the return of the
buffalo someday and one Northern Arapaho tribal members expressed her desire to have tribal
members eat buffalo and not the cow [PQ-15]:
Okay, what I’d like to see is the buffalo come back to the people. And I’d really think the
Tribe should consider getting land for the buffalo. I mean the buffalo part of the
Arapaho people it is still in our ceremonies. The buffalo still symbolizes strength and
everything that is good. And if we went back to the buffalo diet, our people would
become happy again. But they are so accustomed to eating that beef.
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Tribal health programs have also proved to be invaluable as the funding for these
programs has been consistent and they directly benefit the community. Trends in national health
have reached the reservation as exercising in a health consensus manner has been seen in the
community. This view was asserted by a former Northern Arapaho Business Council Chairman
as was evident in his perspective of one such program’s benefits [PQ-16]:
The Lifestyle Balance classes are given by the Special Diabetes Program…and there
have been quite a few people that have lost 30 to 50 pounds…shows them how to change
their lifestyle. How to exercise and cross training, and work within the IH (Indian
Health), the user population out here there is over 1,000 diabetic patients… if you’re
diagnosed as being a diabetic, you have to totally change your lifestyle and eating habits.
Typically 30 minutes of hard exercise everyday can stabilize your blood sugar, or delay
the onset of diabetes for quite a few years.
This tribal leader has had many years of experience in the tribal health programs and he
has also witnessed the oppressive nature of health services in the Wind River community. In
realty services for tribal members are rolled into one big reservation ball n respect to the funding
that enters the community and gets directed toward the well-being of tribal members. Because of
the environment on the reservation the tribal leader also stated [PQ-17]:
I’d start a whole preventive Health Care Health Education. It would be a good idea to
get started with the children in Early Head start...Prenatal care. Getting mothers in to
get the proper medical care they need before they have their babies because if they keep
themselves healthy during their pregnancy, then the babies will be born healthier.
Pediatricians, immunizations, there just have to be preventive Health Care.
Realistically, the difficulty is predicting what will actually transpire over the next five
years, but this research project provides documentation for future references and future inquiries.
There is much that can be accomplished and there is also a significant amount of headway that
could be at risk if the Northern Arapaho people are not persistent with future efforts. One of the
interview participants [PQ-18]:
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It seems to me like there’s a lot more interest in eating local and eating more organic, but
having been a child of the ‘60’s in a lot of ways, there was a big movement back then too,
sort of like the hippie movement. It was like the earth mother/hippie movement and you
grow your own gardens and you do all these nice little basket weavings or whatever,
there was like this surge of interest back then too and it sort of died out and now there’
this renewed interest it seems nationally and there’s so many books published about
everything from bad diet to you know sources where your food comes from and what they
do to food and everything, there’s a whole bunch of books published on that and
documentaries, I see those sometimes so it seems like there’s, there’s more interest and, I
am a little concerned that it, like in the ‘60’s that it’s a trend and it’ll die out…I hope this
is a revolution.
The Peoplehood Matrix of a Contemporary Food Sovereign Nation
Today the Peoplehood Matrix and food sovereignty go hand-in-hand in terms of untapped
strengths that are readily available for the American Indian as tools to actualize their own
sovereign conditions. American Indians reservations are extensions of lands that have been left
for the indigenous peoples in the US and their political statuses as sovereign have not been fully
capitalized on. The setting in the Wind River Indian Reservation is significant because of
because of the recent turn of events regarding the EPA’s designation for the city of Riverton. As
an element of the Peoplehood matrix land is the most important in terms of growing food.
Regardless, of the outcomes of this situation the case has increased awareness to an issue where
community members had been complacent. The setting is also of concern when tribal members
are targeted for violence and their lives are put at risk because of racist attitudes that are very
prevalent in the community. In terms of the Peoplehood Matrix the murderous act that occurred
during the month of July, 2015 has compromised the spiritual elements as it occurred in a place
of healing.
Traditional language is element of the Peoplehood Matrix that connects the contemporary
American Indian to a sovereignty that can only be found in an indigenous identity. Regardless, of
FI’s effects on land, ceremonial cycles, and sacred places; language is the only element that has
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the potential to bring the American Indian back to their original status as traditional language
speakers. Language is also far reaching as was evident in a statement made by an Easter
Shoshone tribal elder whose mother happen to be an Arapaho [PQ-19]:
I think the only way that they hang onto that is through the oral history, the grandparents
telling them about what’s going and what needs to happen… it needs to be preserved
because we’re losing our elders and it’s not just tradition, I mean part of the culture is
the language and if languages were preserved and kept and taught like in school system,
then they can reconnect, there’s initiatives to preserve the language that was spoken at
the turn of the century, it is a little different than what people speak today, and I
remember some of the people come to my mom cause she spoke the older dialect of
Arapaho… and they are teaching it in school but, I think it just needs to be initiated and
when the children are first in school they get exposed to it like in kindergarten because
language is going to be the most important way to preserve the tradition and culture of
the tribes.
Ultimately, the next step is up to the tribal members living in the Wind River Indian
Reservation. The first step toward re-building a food sovereign nation has been taken as the
outcomes of grassroots efforts have been documented. Conceptualizing a food system story for
the Northern Arapaho people is a counter narrative to the stereotypical attitudes and beliefs that
have been polarized as a result of FI. This story shows that their existences have been at a
pinnacle in respect to the health disparities they have experienced since their lives became
intertwined with Europeans.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Implications and Conclusions
It’s difficult to take seriously an apology that is not coupled with atonement. It’s as if
they’re saying “I’m sorry, oops, and we’ll be better in the next hemisphere.”
-Harjo, We have no reason to celebrate an invasion, 1998, p. 12
The results of this study confirm the negative effects that FI had on the traditional food
system of the Arapaho people over the last 500 years; this has been especially devastating in the
era of Manifest Destiny in the West, and from 1980 up to today. In the eras preceding these
points in time the elements of the Peoplehood Matrix were still intact, more so in the West, but in
both instances their Arapaho people’s resilience and adaptability bridged the way for the next
generation’s existence. This means that the Northern Arapaho people’s food sovereignty
extended well into the last century as the food machine was not readily available to their
populations. The Indian policies enacted in the 1970 have initiated the onset of a social change
that was driven by the newly funded tribal government. This act essentially immersed the
Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone in a relationship that is centered on the political
economy that has been created in the reservation borders. From the Northern Arapaho
perspective tribalism diminished because of a westernized philosophy that swept through their
tribes. The health disparities related to dietary change have occurred with the last 40 years as a
direct result of the acculturation they experienced where unhealthy calories slowly outsourced
traditional diets.
The increased caloric intake one finding that coincides with other studies that have
looked at the dietary change phenomenon in the American Indian population. Also of concern
are health disparities related to metabolism as sedentary behavior increased in the same time
frame as dietary change. American Indians have used the re-connecting ideology in their
sustainable efforts which have increased the momentum of the sustainable paradigm that is
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emerging in the Wind River Indian Reservation. Connecting sovereign conditions to sustainable
paradigms are present in grassroots efforts where it needs to be defined. The Wind River Indian
Reservation is one of many communities that initiated change by engaging sustainable food
systems where collaborations have been of the utmost importance. These communities have
taken the first step in building the networks that will help create the next step as a move to create
more definable and reachable goals for community health projects. The grassroots efforts in the
Wind River are representative of the unique interventions that are required in Indian Country,
where reservation communities are picking up the pieces of their histories and re-building food
sovereign nations.

Strengths of this study
Ultimately, this research project has contributed to the knowledge base for the Northern
Arapaho people. The study answered the thesis questions and conveyed much more in terms of
indigenous food systems. More importantly it applied a human experience to a narrative of a
people which are powerful statements that are more compelling than the quantitative data
presented in this study. The numbers gave clear indicators of health disparities, but the
interviews revealed the impact of those detriments in the every-day-lives of the participants, and
in many instances they already know the causes. This study relied heavily on the
contextualization of Foreign Intrusion (FI) as a negative stimulus that was introduced into the
environments of the indigenous populations. Methodologically the main objective was to create
an abstract parallel paradigm that mirrors colonialism, but is seen thorough the lenses of the
indigenous populations. The strengths of this approach was vested in its unique design were an
encompassing indigenous paradigm is created for the re-story of a specific tribe. This allowed for
transferability to other specific indigenous populations in the US. The Northern Cheyenne and
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the Sioux would be good examples of a people’s histories that coincide with the Arapaho and
other Great Plains Indians.

Study Limitations
This study was completed by a researcher who is a member of the population being
studied and as such biases may be present in the characteristics of the research design. The study
was also complex because of the environments present in American Indian communities. The
unique nature of the Wind River Indian Reservation made it difficult to maintain a true scientific
rigor because there are so many misunderstandings about the population. Reservations may be
labeled as communities that are difficult to work with because researchers and practitioners do
not take the time to appropriately enter the community. The creation of a food system story for
an indigenous population is a time consuming process because of the enormity of information
that must be processed.

Future Research
As participant observers American Indians will always be influenced by the histories of
their people. If they aspire to do powerful qualitative inquires their biases should be explained
and documented before research begins. This will allow the researcher to identify the issues
where they need to detach themselves from the perspectives that influence their lines of inquiry.
Regardless of their racial status researchers should be prepared to dedicate a lot of time to
presenting and immersing themselves in the reservation community. They should begin by
finding likeminded people in the reservation community, and by approaching the health
programs, business councils (or other governing bodies), and the older adult populations in the
reservation. They also need to keep an open mind and be attentive to their cultural competence
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when entering such a people’s domain. Creating and indigenous food system story should be a
well-planned project that takes into account all the time that will be needed to complete a project
of such enormity. Their first commitment should be to learn the entire history of the population
in questions and look to find the essence of their being and tie that to the elements of the
Peoplehood Matrix at any given point in the indigenous population’s history. Future research
project should be synthesized before the researcher embarks on this journey.

Conclusion
The Northern Arapaho food system history is a long and extensive story where the
Arapaho people have mostly existed as agriculturalists and hunters who possessed a food
sovereign nation for thousands of years. In their history FI created two waves change that
directly impacted their health today. The first wave occurred as the buffalo where slaughtered
because it was the main staple in the food systems of the indigenous people in the West. This act
subjugated the Great Plains Indian and left them destined to be imprisoned in an American
Indian reservation where health disparities manifested. The second wave of change occurred
when the American Indian was given more opportunities to participate in the economy at a time
when the food machine was gaining more speed. Since the 1980’s this has clearly relevant in
respect to the contemporary health statuses of Northern Arapaho tribal members.
Hunting is still a part of life in the Wind River Indian Reservation and tribal members
still share their kill within the family. Tribal members are always lined up every year to get their
tribal hunting tags before the season starts. On many occasions they have run out of hunting tags
to distribute to tribal members. Today, younger hunters can pick up tags for senior tribal
members and harvest the animal for them. Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone tribal
members still pick berries to some extent, but this is done primarily for the exercise, and to get a
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taste of the edibles. These activities are beneficial to tribal members because of the consumption
of foods that have traditional caloric properties. The health benefits are mostly seen in the
exercise that is involved in hunting and gathering practices. These are also contemporary
strengths and avenues for pursing food sovereignty in the future.
Moving forward was a category that was coded in the participant interview analysis
section of this manuscript, in these perspectives tribal members described what a healthy food
system what would like in their community. Tribal members expressed an appreciation for the
work that has been completed and its continuance in the community because it is an initiative
that fits. They also want the work to continue and not trend-out like so many other things in
society. Tribal members also see the benefits of exercise and good eating as a way for combating
their health disparities. Participants unknowingly cited elements of the Peoplehood Matrix like
the inclusion of language and ceremonies as a means of putting the control of the food system
back in the hands of tribal members.
Realistically, all the tribal members’ perspectives offer solutions on some level because
they are familiar with the trends of historical trauma and acculturation of the people living in the
Wind River Indian reservation today. Some community members would have liked for the
societies of the 1950’s to have continued as these groups served as the food movement entities of
that time period. It was also mentioned that the children should be targeted for interventions
because they are at extreme risk for health disparities. Some of the tribal members also expressed
that the relationship between the two tribes was of importance at the turn of the 19th century and
should be in the future.
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Recommendations
As a method of dealing with the existence of transgenerational historical trauma the
Lakota people have started healing processes that include clinical activist strategies and spiritual
empowerment through group work and healing ceremonies (Heart, & DeBruyn, 1998). The
implications of this study are far reaching because the alternatives are endless, if the main
objective is food sovereignty, but contemporary efforts need to include a healing process. The
results have shown that the Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone tribes possess many
attributes as Federally Recognized American Indian entities. In order to continue to effect
change, the future initiatives and projects need to address the issues that tribal members have
pointed out. The grassroots efforts could develop a more clearly defined objective of what should
occur in terms of putting the food system back in the hands of tribal members. Culturally
component strategic intervention models have been implemented successfully in Indian Country
through intervention programs that built coalitions as entities that responds to the needs of the
contemporary American Indian by creating health programs that are culturally appealing (Castro,
Barrera Jr, & Martinez Jr, 2004; Macaulay, et al., 1997). This would require that the current
health programs assess the community stakeholder’s wishes and then discuss the feasibility of
taking the next step. In general this could be accomplished through networking with all
interested parties. The benefits of a strategic plan implemented in this manner are powerful
because the plan can be re-adjusted to assure its efficacy. Sustainable development has been
approached through the Seventh Generation perspective which stipulates that the younger
generations are responsible for the survival of seventh future generation; this has been used to
keep indigenous communities connected as stakeholders in their people’s survival (Bergstrom,
Cleary, & Peacock, 2003; Clarkson, Morrissette, & Regallet, 1992). The elements of the
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Peoplehood Matrix where present in the perspectives of the participants without provocation of
an explanation, although in order to document the continuity of the existences, the elements of
sovereign conditions need to be clearly defined and located as they exist in North America.
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